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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: A Framework for Developing Conversational Agents
Richard Scott Cost, Doctor of Philosophy, 1999
Dissertation directed by: Timothy Wilking Finin
Professor
Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering

The term ‘agent’ has always been a moving target, implying different properties to the
designers of different systems. Consequently, agent-based systems have widely varying ar
chitectures and are frequently incompatible. The use of development environments or base
platforms is an effective solution to this problem, allowing developers to focus on internal
aspects of their systems while embedding them in a common framework. This situation has
been improved considerably by the development of agent communication languages, which
facilitate interoperability by standardizing the ways in which agents communicate. A num
ber of such environments exist for agent development, and a few have become quite suc
cessful. This work presents Jackal, a comprehensive communication package that supports
the construction and deployment of distributed, Java-based Multi-Agent Systems. Because
communication is so central to distributed systems, Jackal integrates two important compo
nents: A structured, conversation-based approach to message management, which supports
the abstract specification of agent behavior, and the KQML Naming Scheme (KNS), a set
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of protocols for advanced address resolution and agent identification. The conversation
mechanisms support the specification of agent behavior in high level, abstract protocols,
which are interpreted within the context of messages in the Jackal-based agent. These pro
tocols can be easily uploaded by or exchanged among agents at runtime. KNS provides
a communication service layer that encompasses agent naming and name resolution, per
sistent distributed identity, and authentication. Jackal integrates conversation management
and KNS in a flexible, extensible framework that can be used by a single agent or shared
as a community resource. Its blackboard-based internal architecture and extensive support
for inter-agent communication differentiate Jackal from other development tools currently
available. This work explores Jackal in some detail, and describes the use of Colored Petri
Nets (CPN), a well-research formalism for concurrency, in modeling agent conversation
policies. A description language, Protolingua, is proposed, which will allow agents to ex
change and manipulate CPN-based protocols.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The term ‘agent’ has always been a moving target within the computer science community,
implying different properties to designers of different systems. To some, an agent must
be communicative and intelligent. To others, communication may not be important, but
mobility may, and so on. Thus, many different agent-based systems have widely varying
architectures and use customized languages for inter-agent communication. Consequently,
they are frequently incompatible, and cannot easily borrow features from one another. The
use of development environments or base platforms is an effective solution to this problem,
allowing developers to focus on higher level aspects of their systems, while embedding
them in a common framework and drawing from libraries of standard utilities. A number
of such environments exist for agent development, and a few have become quite successful.
This situation has been improved enormously by the development of agent communication
languages and associated messaging infrastructures, which facilitate interoperability by
standardizing the ways in which agents communicate.
This work discusses Jackal,1 a comprehensive communications infrastructure that fa1Jackal is an acronym for the Java Application for Communicating with the KQML Agent Language

1
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cilitates the construction and use of distributed, Java-based Multi-Agent Systems (MAS).
Jackal integrates two powerful components: A conversation management layer, which sup
ports the abstract specification of agent behaviors, and the KQML Naming Scheme (KNS).
2, a set of protocols for advanced address resolution and agent identification. Jackal com
bines these elements with an internal blackboard interface and a number of advanced fea
tures, providing a flexible, extensible framework that facilitates the rapid deployment of
agent systems. The contribution of this work then is threefold: The design and imple
mentation of a framework for creating conversation-based agents, the demonstration of the
merits of this approach in real-world scenarios, and the development of a methodology for
formuladng Conversation Policies (CP) based on the (CPN m odel!). In combination, these
contributions serve to advance the state of inter-agent communication and interoperability.
Support for interaction specification has been a central theme in Jackal's development.
With the spread of agent-based systems, we face the proliferation of software of increasing
complexity, principally due to stronger demands for autonomy and adaptability. As we en
dow these systems with greater responsibility, we must be certain of their reliability. One
way to determine the agent behavior with greater certainty is through the use of princi
pled techniques in their design and construction. Conversation management facilitates this
by providing a specification language, and an ontology of agent interaction, for the con
struction of protocols defining agents’ communicative behaviors 3. These protocols can be
modified, shared, and are executed directly on interpreters within the agent framework, thus
satisfying the need for flexibility and reuse (above). As high-level specifications, these pro
2KNS originated in early 1997 as J3Comm, and is being developed jointly with Ian Soboroff (UMBQ
KNS is named for its origins the the University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) KQML environment;
it is not directly tied to KQML, however, but is specified at a more abstract level and can be implemented
over many different Agent Communication Languages (ACL).
3This work argues for the specification of communicative behavior; unless otherwise stated in the text,
references to behavior should be assumed to have this meaning. Section 6.4.4. however, does show how this
model can be used to specify generalized interactive behavior as well.
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tocols are amenable to inference regarding various properties, thus affording such benefits
as verifiability of system behavior, clarity of design, and ease of integration and reuse.
Communication is a central problem in distributed systems. Without the ability to com
municate, a set of agents would be a merely a collection of isolated components. All classic
distributed systems problems, such as coordination and distributed reasoning, depend on
an underlying communication framework. 4 Jackal is designed to support multiple con
current agent communication languages, but implements the KQML agent communication
language as the default. However, specifying communicative behavior is only half of the
battle. We still need to facilitate communication with support infrastructure and protocols
for naming, addressing and location; this is the role of KNS. KNS, like the KQML Agent
Name Server (ANS) [FPT^S] scheme, adds a communication layer in which symbolic
names are mapped to actual network addresses. In addition, however, it offers more ad
vanced support for dynamic group formation and disbanding,5 and a more abstract notion
of agent identity, independent of any particular name or globally unique identifier.
Jackal provides the framework necessary to integrate conversation specifications with
the real resources of the Agent Execution Environment (AEE). A fast, flexible infrastruc
ture drives the message stream through one or several interpreters, and provides general
agent access to the message stream through a specialized blackboard interface. Modules
can be added dynamically to this infrastructure for use by Jackal (e.g. modules for different
network protocols) or the agent (e.g. reasoning systems) in a plug-and-play fashion. Jackal
can be used as a tool for individual agents, or as a shared resource for a community of
agents.
4This is not the case in systems where agents gather data indirectly about other agents. An example of
such a system is a agents flying in formation with no direct inter-agent communication; only observation.
sGroup formation here refers to the simple association by name of a given agent with a given group, or
domain, of agents.
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Jackal differentiates itself from other existing agent development platforms in its extensive support for high-level agent communication, abstract protocol specification, and
its internal message distribution architecture. While many other systems have focused on
agent mobility, they have often neglected remote communication or omitted it entirely, in
tending agents to collocate and communicate unstructured or semi-structured data directly.
Jackal is committed to supporting inter-agent communication at a universal, symbolic level.
This aspect makes Jackal-based MASs more flexible, and enhances the likelihood of their
compatibility with other systems.6
For simplicity, we limit our discussion in this work to the specification of interaction
among agents. However, this paradigm extends easily to the interaction of components
within a single agent as well; an idea that will be elaborated on in Section 6.4.4. At some
level, however, it is computationally beneficial, or necessary, to have some actions be 'hardcoded’. We see such actions residing in libraries.
Given this abstract specifications of behavior, it is possible to consider the benefits of
applying formal methods to the specification layer. There is a broad continuum between
formally and informally specified systems; current agents cover a spectrum, clustering to
ward the middle. Informally specified agent systems abound. These range from vending
machines with network connections to very advanced AI systems. What qualifies these
as ‘informally specified’ is that agent behavior(s) are a manifestation of the underlying
mechanisms, not a well-defined set of guidelines for directing or constraining the agent’s
activity. While such systems are easier to build, their behavior in the environment is more
difficult to predict, making their complete development more expensive overall.
Much current research focuses on semi-formally specified systems [DPSW97, NU97a,
6This presupposes that it is easier to add a language capability to an agent system than to extend an
execution environment to support a new type of agent, or extend the agent similarly.
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BF97b, BQ095]. In these systems, the agent’s behavior is described by some set of proto
cols, and the agent implementation uses these protocols to direct or constrain the agent’s
actions. In some of these systems, the protocols are used as a guideline for the agent; in
others, it constrains behavior. All show the value of some degree of formality.
Formal specification provides the greatest reward, but is not always practical. Very
formal methods are somewhat less accessible and therefore less frequently adopted by de
velopers, making them a poor choice for integration into a development system or scheme.
Also, the use of very rich notadonal systems and logics does not always yield the execution
speed of some cryptically concise C code. One example of more formal agent work is the
DESIRE project [BKJT95], a successful endeavor in formally specifying MASs. DESIRE
models agents and agent-interaction at a conceptual level, and develops plans for interac
tion through task decomposition. This level of reasoning requires a very high level, formal
approach, which is clearly important, but not required for all aspects of agent functionality.
At run time, a Jackal agent has protocols to chose from, perhaps in a very reactive
or mechanistic fashion. If possible, it should be able to reason about protocols and make
informed selections. Ideally, this agent would be backed by a planner, which could dynam
ically create protocols as necessary for novel situations, or reuse protocols from a library.
A specification language should allow the encoding of all interesting behaviors in a way
which is sufficiently agent/domain independent that they can be exchanged, adopted or
discussed. Thus, the specification language should be as simple as possible, but carefully
structured, which uses a common or standard ontology.
This work is an outgrowth UMBC’s involvement with the Consortium for Intelligent
Integration of Manufacturing Planning and Execution (COMPLEX) . Now in its third re
lease, Jackal (formerly named Lewak) began as a Java implementation of KQML, support
ing a project in manufacturing integration. The significant advance in Jackal over earlier.
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C-based implementations is its multithreaded support for conversations. These protocols
define units of conversation, such as a query-response interaction, and are based loosely on
a Finite State Machines (FSM). Jackal provides the ideal environment for the development
of and experimentation with protocols and protocol engines.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to agents and agent-based system in general. Chapter 3
surveys the current work in agent development systems. Motivation for conversation-based
specification of agent interaction and communication is presented in Chapter 4. KNS is
presented in Chapter 5, and a detailed review of Jackal as it currently exists is given in Sec
tion 6. Chapter 7 describes some of the key domains in which Jackal has been used. The
remainder of this work is devoted to alternative mechanisms of conversation specification,
starting with an introduction to CPNs in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 demonstrates the applica
tion of CPNs to conversation and MAS specification. Chapter 10 presents Protolingua, a
language independent notation for CPNs.
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Chapter 2
Agent Systems
The enormous interest recently in agent systems demonstrates a continuing desire to de
velop software that is more capable of assisting us in our everyday lives. In this section, we
will review some of the current ideas in agent research. Some good surveys of the field are
[WJ94, GHN+97, Nwa96, Bra97].

2.1 Overview
The definition of the term agent varies widely, largely as a function of the interests of those
employing it. For example, researchers in networks will likely claim that agents must be
mobile, while reasoning enthusiasts may insist that they be highly intelligent. Some of
the more broadly accepted properties required for agenthood are autonomy, communicability, sociability/cooperativity and intelligence. Other popular requirements include mo
bility/portability, real-time reactivity, reliability/fault tolerance, personalizability, lightness
and discretion. Some of these properties, such as intelligence, are relatively independent.
Others overlap significantly; for example, sociability and communicability.
7
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Agents have been applied to numerous problem domains; a survey of the most recent
Autonomous Agents Conference [GB99b] shows applications to electronic commerce, user
interfaces, engineering and maintenance, manufacturing automation, and information re
trieval, to name a few.

2.2 Properties Derived versus Properties Desired
For ease of comparison, we will consider these properties in the context of a Client-Server
model. Every agent needs an [agent] execution environment in which to run, and resources
to use, local or external. Each capability with which we endow an agent can then be
characterized by:
1. Support for that capability within the agent (client)
2. External resource (server)
3. Access to local and remote resources.
Figure 2.1 graphically depicts this characterization of agent capabilities
This model can be used to characterize any feature of an agent system. For example,
Figure 2.2 shows a rough Client-Server characterization of KQML-based communication
in a Jackal-based agent It has the additional benefit that it separates features involving
interaction from those strictly related to the executing program (e.g. robustness) or AEE
(e.g. resource protection for the host computer). This allows for a clearer evaluation of
the merits of different systems. For example, some claim that because a particular agent
architecture supports agent movement, its agents are robust and social. Mobility may lend a
social quality, as agents which are collocated may have increased opportunities to interact.
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Figure 2.1: Client-Server Characterization of Agent Capabilities
but robustness, while required of a successful mobile agent, is not necessarily a result of
access to mobility resources.

2.3 Design Requirements
From the above properties, we can see several key requirements emerging, including:
1. Predictability. If systems will have increased autonomy and/or responsibility for
more complex tasks, their behavior in all situations should be more predictable and
well circumscribed.
2. Behavioral Flexibility. Since agents will be interacting in a highly dynamic environ
ment, they must be able to modify their behavior as appropriate, either by adopting
new behaviors, or adapting to situations on their own.
3. Portability. This is primarily an issue with respect to agent mobility, if we assume
that different agent implementations can still apply the same higher level techniques
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AEE: Java Virtual Machine + Jackal
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Figure 2.2: Client-Server Characterization of KQML Communication in Jackal. Client
modules for formulating and sending address queries, caching addresses and so forth reside
with the agent. These modules interact with external sources that can provide address
information about agents.
and constraints to their operation. Still, interoperability is better assured if agents are
compatible at all levels of their design. Then the line between data and code can be
blurred, as agents can swap code modules as knowledge.
The latter two points argue for declarative specification of agent behavior. Mobile
agents must be able to run on a variety of host platforms, and not all of these platforms
may be known or intended at the time of the agent’s creation. Thus, the use of a platform
independent specification language, like Java, may be necessary. Beyond this cooperating
agents may wish to share or discuss component behaviors, such as protocols for achieving
some goal, or for communication via a specified language. In this case, it is to the agents’
advantage to have at least a partial specification in a form that can be easily exchanged,
modified and reused.
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That agents should be predictable suggests that we should be able to reason about agent
behaviors, either initially or at runtime, in order to verify certain properties. It also indicates
a need for constraints that bound the valid behavior of the agent. This suggests a need for
techniques from the formal methods arena.
We do not include here requirements that generally apply to all or most systems, such
as reliability.

2.4 Some Definitions
As is evident from the above discussion, the domain of activity covered by agents is very
broad and ill-defined, much as the term itself. Many properties that researchers would
ascribe to agents are relevant to some domains and not others. In order to clarify discussion,
we will enumerate here some definitions to be used in this work.
The term ‘agent’ is traditionally used to name something or someone in the service of
another, or the causative aspect of some effect, and is not restricted in use by the existence
or absence of any particular properties in the agent, except that it is an ‘actor’. Consider.
Sweet love! sweet lines! sweet life!
Here is her hand, the agent of her heart;
Here is her oath for love, her honour’s pawn.
O, that our fathers would applaud our loves,
To seal our happiness with their consents!
O heavenly Julia!
William Shakespeare, “The Two Gentlemen o f Verona”, Act 1, Scene 3

O Sacred, Wise, and Wisdom-giving Plant,
Mother of Science, Now I feel thy Power
Within me cleere, not onely to disceme
Things in thir Causes, but to trace the wayes
Of highest Agents, deemed however wise.
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Milton, Paradise Lost, Book 8
I once asked this literary agent what writing paid the best, and he said, “ransom
notes.”
Harry Zimm in “Get Shorty ” (1995)
As such, it lends little additional meaning to the term ‘software’. It’s use in the com
puter science community has been overloaded with the implication of some sense of ratio
nal agency [CL90] on the part of the agent, and some corresponding set of corresponding
properties. Regular debates take place over which characteristics should be used to define
an ‘agent’, as if there were an a priori set of properties to be uncovered. In this work, we
will observe the following definitions:
1 DEFINITION ( A g e n t) For the purposes o f this work, the term agent, which will be con

sidered an abbreviation for 'autonomous software agent’, and will be used to refer to any
software entity that acts autonomously on behalf of An service o f the goals o f some other
entity. No special properties are implied, except those that can be inferred from the sur
rounding text, or are explicitly stated (e.g. mobile agent).
Agents are applied to many different tasks, and the individual requirements for com
pletion vary widely with the given task. For example, mobility might be required for a
data-mining task, or communication for a sensor fusion task. In this sense, it is meaning
ful to talk about properties of a particular agent or class of agents. Some properties that
are common to many agents include some degree of sophistication, communicability, and
some dynamic, persistent model of the task requirements.
2 D e f i n i t i o n (Agent B e h a v i o r ) With respect to agents (above), that which character

izes the agent’s actions and/or state change as a partial function o f the agent’s model o f
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the world and its perceptions. Behavior is the only aspect that we will use to characterize
an agent.
Given this view of behavior, for example, agents will not be considered ‘mobile agents’
simply because they have access to tools which support mobility, but because they exhibit
behaviors which make effective use of these resources. In light of these definitions, soft
ware components that facilitate mobility, communicability, and so on are merely tools at
the agent’s disposal.
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Chapter 3
Survey of Current Work
Many groups are currently developing agent systems, for a variety of different purposes,
and using a variety of different methodologies. We will briefly survey a few of the more
significant projects here, with emphasis on systems designed to facilitate agent construc
tion.
Although many different attributes describe agents’ abilities, the field can be most eas
ily divided into those projects working towards mobility and those that are not (although
these two are certainly not mutually exclusive). The latter tend to have a greater emphasis
on communication infrastructure. The former are surveyed here in order to give a more
complete depiction of work in the field, and also to demonstrate the significant incompat
ibility problems arising from mobility and a corresponding reliance on custom AEEs and
local communication.

14
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3.1 Mobile Agent Projects
3.1.1

Agent Tel

Bob Gray’s mobile agent project at Dartmouth has generated a tremendous amount of in
terest and spawned a number of worthwhile research projects. Based on Tcl/Tk, Agent
Tel [Gra96, GKN+96, GKCR97, Gra98] is based on a modified version of the SafeTcl [OLW96] Tel interpreter extension. The use of Tel affords relative platform indepen
dence, due to Tel’s widespread popularity, but the restriction to a nonstandard interpreter
does make it somewhat less accessible. Perhaps Agent Tel’s greatest shortcoming is a po
litical one; its foundation in Tel at a time when Java is prevailing. Although Java is vastly
superior for writing many types of programs, Tel has traditionally been the language of
choice for binding existing heterogeneous systems, leaving Agent Tel a rather broad and
solid niche.
Agent Tel interpreters form the core of the agent ‘meeting place’. The system derives
considerable security from its basis in the Safe-Tcl Security Model [OLW96].
Like many mobile agent systems, communication facilities exist at a very low level.
Agents communicate with one another via the direct transfer of unstructured data while
agents are collocated.
See also [KGR96, NCK96, RGK96, RGK97, BKR97] for extensions of Agent Tel to
various problem domains.

3.1.2 Aglets Workbench
The Aglet project [L098b, AL98, L098a], originated by Danny Lange while at IBM, is a
very promising framework for agent mobility. Based in Java, it provides support for the
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construction of small, roving agents called Aglets, which are constructed by extending an
agent shell class. Aglets move from place to place by agent-initiated, single entry-point
transfer. Places maintain a persistent ‘context’, which the agent can access.
Some security is achieved by the use of an agent proxy. All access to the agent, includ
ing peer-to-peer communication, takes place via the proxy agent. Since the agent and its
proxy need not be collocated, this allows for location transparency. Access to the agent’s
methods can also be selectively restricted with the proxy’s intervention.
Communication is supported only through direct or remote method invocation on the
receiving agent (or its proxy).

3.1.3 Ara
The principal focus of the Ara project [PS97a, PS97b, Pei97] is portability. Ara agents
are mobile, and execute within a custom execution environment on each host. In order to
provide for maximal proliferation of their host platform, the designers have constructed a
paradigm in which language interpreters (e.g. Tel, Java) are modified to provide language
specific state management functionality. The interpreters then work in concert with an Ara
‘core’, which provides agent specific resources. Resources are allocated by reservation.
Agents are written in a standard interpreted language, and use functionality provided by
the interpreter and the ‘core’. This platform has been partially implemented for both Tel
and C/C++. For maximal concurrency, agents are implemented as threads. Ara Agents
move via self-initiated thread migration.
Little else is implemented within Ara. Work is in progress to incorporate authentication
and security, and to adapt a platform for Java. Communication, in the designers’ views,
should be encouraged at the local level, so remote communication is supported only by raw
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transmission over sockets.

3.1.4 Mole
Mole [BHRS97] (See also [SBH96, BHR97]) claims to be the first mobile agent system
written in Java, with the first implementation having been completed in 199S. Regardless
of the accuracy of this assertion, it is a very well thought out system and a good starting
place for anyone researching mobile agents.
Mole supports ‘weak migration’, which they define as agent initiated transfer of code
and data with restoration of data state. This is in contrast to ‘strong migration’, in which
the internal state of the thread is also restored. The decision not to support strong migration
was based on a desire for broad platform portability and the difficulty of internal state
manipulation in most languages. Migration takes place between ‘places’. Mole agents are
identified by globally unique IDs (GUID).
Communication in Mole is ‘session’, or circuit, oriented. Sessions may be established
between two collocated or remote agents, but the endpoints are fixed. The mode of com
munication is RMI for Client-Server interaction, message passing for peer-to-peer. Anony
mous communication is based on the event model. These methods are intended to provide
low level communication interaction, and possibly support higher level protocols such as
KQML. Individual directories are available at each ‘place’; there is no hierarchical or global
directory service.
A layer of immobile system agents provide agents with access to local resources, giving
some measure of security. These agents handle resource accounting.
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3.2

Stationary Agent Projects

Each of the projects above requires its agents to situate themselves within custom AEEs,
making indirect communication the only means of interactions available between systems.
However, these agents do not posses sufficiently powerful/general communication skills
required to bridge this gap.
Projects which have emphasized communication have traditionally used KQML as a
basis, although they have typically developed new dialects, and use incompatible infras
tructure elements (e.g. name servers). More and more recent systems are adopting the
FIPA ACL [FIP97].

3.2.1 AgenTalk
AgenTalk [KI095, KI096] is a language for specifying protocols for interaction only, en
tirely independent of the agent system using it. The language itself is straightforward,
using an extended FSM as a model (Equation 3.1), and adding a reference for inheritance,
variables, and a set of local functions:
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Script SCi = (Si, sOi, Ri, Vi, Fi, Ii)
Si — States
sOi = Initial State, sOi € Si
Ri = Transition Rules

(3.1)

Vi = Set o f Local Variables
Fi = Script Functions
Ii = Parent S cript(for Inheritance)
AgenTalk models behavior in terms of message passing, so transition conditions in a
script are based on message content. Inheritance works as follows: among the possible
actions taken at a transition, a new script or scripts may be spawned. This new script
inherits all of the properties of the parent script, such as functions and variables, except
where overridden in the child. In the case that multiple transition conditions are enabled,
the transition of the most recently spawned child is selected. Multiple child scripts are
expected to use shared variables in the parent script in order to resolve local conflicts.
Agents participating in an exchange are nor expected to have the same script, although they
may. The inheritance mechanism facilitates the construction of arbitrarily complex scripts
through composition.
A clear application of AgenTalk to the contract net protocol and multistage negotiation
can be found in [KI095].
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3.2.2 COOL
At the Enterprise Integration Laboratory (EIL) of the University of Toronto, Mihai Barbuceanu and Mark Fox have been developing an agent infrastructure to solve the problem
of supply chain coordination [BTF97, BF96c] This is the oldest and in some ways the most
well developed project applying the conversational approach. It began with the introduc
tion of the Information Agent (IA) [BF94a, BF94b] in 1994, an entity which consisted
primarily of a problem-solving engine and an agent program/interface (Figure 3.1). The
IA’s role was to serve as a common store and information service to a small community of
agents (Figure 3.2). A description logic language, in this case MODEL [Bar93], was used
to implement the problem solver component. Agents in the environment communicated
using KQML. The agent component translated between KQML messages and expressions
in MODEL. The interaction protocols were therefore those prescribed by the then loosely
defined KQML semantics.

Agent Program

Problem Solver

Information Agent

Figure 3.1: ETT’s Information Agent
The IA’s use of interaction protocols was made more concrete in 1995 with the introduc
tion of the Coordination Language COOL [BF95, FBG95, BF96d, Bar96, BF97b, BF97a].
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Figure 3.2: Information Agent (EIT) Environment
Four levels of agent interaction were defined: content (of the KQML message), inten
tion (as identified by the KQML message performative), convention (interaction protocols,
COOL) and agent modeling. The model chosen for the convention layer was a collection
of independent FSMs, each responsible for one of potentially many concurrently executing
interactions. Conversations are extended from generic conversation classes, of the form:
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Conversation C = (I, R, V, So, A, R, F r , E, F r )
I = Initiator
R = Name o f Respondent
V = Set o f Local Variables
So = Initial State

(3.2)

A = Set o f Accepting States
R = Set o f Conversation Rules
Fr

= Conversation Rule Applier

E = Set o f E rror Rules
F r = Error Rule Applier
(3.2) is formally equivalent to:

Conversation C = M, S , R, P
M = M emory
S = Set o f States
R = Set o f Rules
P (s,p) = Value o f Property p o f State s
Conversation rules 3.4 have the form:
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ConversationRuleR = (N, Si, I, Sf, O, A, E)
N = Name
Si = Initial State
I = Input (Message)
(3.4)
Sf = Resulting State
O = Output (Message)
A

=

Action(s)

E = Errcrrhandler
Finally, the state machine S M follows Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 DFA Algorithm
Require: None
Ensure: None
for arc = 1 to currentstate.numjout-arcsQ do
if arc(current s ta te , arc).canditian{) then
for act = 1 to act.numjicti(ms{) do
act[act\.execute()
end for
end if
end for
This model allows for a conversation to specify its continuation, and for nesting of con
versations. Since conversations can be examined generally, there is no special contextual
relationship between nested conversations and their parents.
This conversation-based approach, along with associated ideas of knowledge manage
ment, reasoning and conflict management, were absorbed into a generic agent architecture,
dubbed the ‘Agent Building Shell’ [BF96a, Bar99]. More information on this work can be
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found in [BTF97, BF96b, FBG95],
Jackal is most similar to the EIL work in its use of a conversation framework embedded
in an overall agent model, and in the similarity of the conversation model used. There
are some differences, however. Jackal uses the incoming message to infer the appropriate
conversation, whereas COOL expects the conversation type to be explicitly stated. While
type inference certainly allows for greater flexibility, it is a very difficult task, and will
occasionally err in the face of ambiguity. Also, COOL has a global conversation context.
In Jackal, contexts local to conversations can be generally accessed, but only through the
hierarchical structure of conversation threads.
Also of note is JAFMAS [Cha97], originally a re-implementation of COOL in Java.

3.2.3 Information Agents
Decker’s work in distributed planning [OPLD95, DL94] and task representation [Dec97]
embodies the ideal complement to Jackal; a system that can massage a high level problem
or goal into smaller subtasks, and schedule their execution appropriately. Taking his exper
tise to Carnegie Mellon in 1995, he and Sycara created the LA [SD P^b, DPSW97, DS97,
DSW97, Dec95, WDS96] (see Figure 3.3). This agent architecture encompasses planning
and task decomposition, scheduling, execution and monitoring.

3.2.4 InfoSleuth
The InfoSleuth project [NU97a, JS96, BBC+97] is very much committed to the domain of
distributed information retrieval, although the agent architecture is fairly general. We will
not discuss their overall system design, which employs a standard resource brokered ap
proach. InfoSleuth implements a Java agent shell, which is carefully separated into cleanly
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Figure 3.3: Information Agent (Decker) Architecture
interfaced layers: message (astride the Transport Layer), conversation, generic agent, and
agent application. The message layer handles message addressing, parameter marshaling,
and so forth. The conversation layer imposes language constraints on sequences of mes
sages. The generic agent layer provides the agent application layer with basic services.
Conversation policies enforced roughly correspond to the Finin and Labrou [Lab96b,
LF97c] semantics for KQML, but the model used is a basic Deterministic Finite State
Automaton (DFA); transitions are determined by performative name only.

3.2.5 KAoS
KAoS [BDBW98] is an agent communication language and open architecture for agents
and agent systems. As an architecture, it is remarkably similar to Jackal, providing basic
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Figure 3.4: KAoS
code support (in Java) for essential agent functions only, and a prescription for the organi
zation of agents into a MAS. As Jackal is independent of the communication languages it
supports, the similarity ends here. KAoS, the language, is speech act based.
KAoS agents extend a standard agent shell, unlike Jackal-based agents. The KAoS
architecture employs the conversation-based approach to context management. While the
actual model is not discussed, it appears on the surface to be a standard DFA, with transi
tions keyed on the speech act ‘verbs’, and support for composition.
The initial work on KAoS has recently been expanded into an effort to develop a
comprehensive, heterogeneous reasoning system, called the Conversation Design Tool
(CDT) [GHB98], within the context of a larger framework for designing agent plans, com
munication and security [BGH+98]. The CDT project has the goal of identifying several
representational models for agent interaction, and providing support for unified reasoning
over all of them, through the use of the OpenProof system of Barwise and Etchemendy
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[SCB+98, BE98]. The ideas behind this project are similar to those of Protolingua, but are
at a significantly higher level. Protolingua does not offer any inference capabilities; only
a specification which is amenable to inference within one or several formal systems. In
this way, it is much lighter than the proposed CDT. Also, CDT will include representa
tional models which will allow extended reasoning about agents and groups of agents (e.g.
Venn Diagrams); the focus in Protolingua is restricted to reasoning about interactions, with
the assumption that higher level reasoning and planning will occur at the agent level, if
required.

3.2.6 Java Agent Template (JAT)

FiMO

2""
— ■

Agent-level Architecture
JAT, v 0.3
Copyright (c). by Rob Frost

k o U fcS

Figure 3.5: JAT Agent Architecture
JAT [Fro99] is essentially a Java implementation of KQML, in the form of an agent
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shell. JAT agents can run stand-alone, or as applets with some restrictions. Basic message
passing is supported for KQML. An ANS is used to coordinate agents, and the AEE is the
basic Java Virtual Machine (JVM). JAT is intended to be flexible yet comprehensive, and
so can be a bit cumbersome. Agents developed with JAT are tightly integrated with the
agent shell.

3.2.7 JATLite

Agants

Agent
Infrastructure

Register/
Connect

Register/
Connect

Figure 3.6: JATLite Framework
JATLite [Pet98] is a successor to JAT, so we will describe only the differences with
respect to the original. JATLite is intended to be a much lighter-weight package, and is
suitable for use with applets. Of note is its Router facility: applet agents can communicate
with other applet agents by sending messages back through an associated Router or Routers
(communication by proxy). The Router buffers undeliverable messages, and is supported
by a standard ANS. JATLite agents in general are not constrained to communicate through
the Router.
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3.2.8 Zeus
Zeus [NNLC99] is a toolkit for building complete agents, from the ground up. It consists
of a component library, a suite of visual design tools, and a set of predefined utility agents.
The components are designed such that their behaviors are largely defined declaratively,
and can be changed at runtime. Agents constructed with Zeus typically have components
which facilitate planning and reasoning, communication (via KQML), and which provide a
collection of interaction protocols. Agents and MASs are created through a process of task
and relationship specification. The resulting entities are produced as Java source code, for
independent compilation and execution.

3.2.9 AgentBuilder
Reticular Systems, Inc., has developed a commercially successful platform, Agent
Builder [RS99] for constructing agents based on their RADL (Reticular Agent Definition
Language). RADL is an extension of PLACA [Tho94] and AGENT-0 [Sho91], and views
the agent as a core of behavioral rules, constrained by beliefs, capabilities, commitments
and commitment rules.

3.3 Other Related Work
We have discussed some of the more relevant projects; there are many more; among
them Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [CCWB94, MC95, CJ95, MCL96, MOMC97,
MCJ+97, MCM98], Mobile Objects and Agents (MOA) [MAC+98], Odyssey [Gen98],
Tacoma [JvRS95a, JvRS95b, JSvR98, JSvR97, JvRS96, Sch97, MvRSS96], Voyager [Obj97a,
Obj97d, Obj97c, Obj97b, Obj98, Gla98], and Walk the Talk [Joh98]. Each of the systems
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described provides agent developers with tools for endowing agents with various com
binations of desirable characteristics. And yet, although communication is the basis for
interaction and collaboration,1 few if any of these systems supports intercommunication.
This is due to use of custom languages or extensions to standard languages, specialized
communication protocols, incompatibility of environments, and so forth. The gap is larger
in some cases than in others, and could be remedied by extension, but more fundamental
advances will have to be made in order to assure more complete interoperability.

‘This assumption is not universally held.
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Chapter 4
Conversation-Based Specification of
Interaction
4.1 Introduction
The formal specification of agent behavior, communicative or otherwise, is an important
step towards agent interoperability. This chapter discusses the facets of conversation spec
ification which make it such a valuable tool to the agents community, and then looks at the
requirement for the underlying formal model, reviewing several candidate systems.

4.2 Motivation
The study of ACLs is one of the pillars of current agent research. KQML and the FIPA
ACL are the leading candidates as standards for specifying the encoding and transfer
of messages among agents. While KQML is good for message-passing among agents,
the message-passing level is not actually a very good one to exploit direcdy in building
31
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a system of cooperating agents. After ail, when an agent sends a message, it has ex
pectations about how the recipient will respond to the message. Those expectations are
not encoded in the message itself; a higher-level structure must be used to encode them.
The need for such conversation policies is increasingly recognized by the KQML com
munity [Lab96b, LF97a, LF97b, LF97c], and has been formally recognized in the latest
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) draft standard [FIP97, Dic97].
It is common in KQML-based systems to provide a message handler that examines the
message performative to determine what action to take in response to the message. Such
a method for handling incoming messages is adequate for very simple agents, but begins
to break down as the range of interactions in which an agent might participate increases.
Missing from the traditional message-level processing is a notion of message context.
A notion growing in popularity is that the unit of communication between agents should
be the conversation. A conversation is a pattern of message exchange that two (or more)
agents agree they will follow in communicating with one another. In effect, a conversation
is a communications protocol, albeit one that may be initiated through negotiation, and
may be short-lived relative to the way we are accustomed to thinking about protocols.
A conversation lends context to the sending and receipt of messages, facilitating more
meaningful interpretation. The adoption of conversation-based communication carries with
it numerous advantages to the developer, including:
• A better fit with intuitive models of how agents will interact than is found in messagebased communication.
• A closer match to the way that network research approaches protocols, which allows
both theoretical and practical results from that field to be applied to agent systems.
• Separation of conversation structure and the actions to be taken by an agent engaged
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in the conversation. This allows the same conversation structure to be used by more
than one agent, in more than one context. In particular, two agents can use the same
conversation structure to ensure that they will engage in the same dialogue.
• The standard advantages of the underlying ACL, including language-independence
and ontology-independence.
Until very recently, little work has been devoted to the problem of conversation speci
fication and implementation for mediated architectures. Increased interest is evidenced by
the advent of a workshop on conversation policies at the Third International Conference on
Autonomous Agents, in 1999. Strides must be taken to make conversation specifications
easy to encode and reuse. Additionally, libraries of specifications must be compiled, along
with an ontologies of conversations.
To achieve these goals, we must solve three main problems:
1. Conversation specification: How can conversations best be described so that they are
accessible both to people and to machines?
2. Conversation sharing: How can an agent use a conversation specification standard
to describe the conversations in which it is willing to engage, and to learn what
conversations are supported by other agents?
3. Conversation aggregation: How can sets of conversations be used as agent ‘APIs’ to
describe classes of capabilities that define a particular service or capability?

4.2.1 Conversation Specification
A specification of a conversation that could be shared among agents must contain several
kinds of information about the conversation and about the agents that will use it. First, the
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sequence of messages must be specified. One popular solution that has many advantages
is the use of deterministic finite-state automata (DFAs) for this purpose; DFAs can express
a wide variety of behaviors while remaining conceptually simple. Next, the set of roles
that agents engaging in a conversation may play must be enumerated. For example, a con
versation that allows a sensor to report an unusual condition to all interested agents might
have two roles: sensor and broker (which would in turn be specializations of sentinel and
sentinel-consumer roles). Many conversations will be dialogues, and will specify just two
roles; conversations may have more than two roles, however, and represent the coordination
of communication among several agents in pursuit of a single common goal.
DFAs and roles dictate the syntax of a conversation, but say nothing about the conver
sation’s semantics. The ability of an agent to read a description of a conversation, then
engage in such a conversation, demands that the description specify the conversation’s se
mantics. However, reliance on a hill-blown, highly expressive knowledge representation
language may limit a specification’s usefulness. We believe that a simple ontology of com
mon goals and actions, together with a way to relate entries in the ontology to the roles,
states, and transitions of the conversation specification, will be adequate for many basic
purposes. This approach sacrifices expressiveness for simplicity and ease of implementa
tion. It is nonetheless perfectly compatible with attempts to relate conversation policy to
the semantics of underlying performatives, as proposed for example by [Bra96, BDBW98].
Most complex interactions, however, will require the use of a model that is more expressive,
but which retains many of the positive features of DFAs; we will return to this later.
The capabilities we have outlined will allow the easy specification of individual con
versations. To develop systems of conversations though, developers must have the ability
to extend existing conversations through specialization and composition. Specialization is
the ability to create new versions of a conversation that are more detailed than the original
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version; it is akin to the idea of inheriting a subclass in an object-oriented language. Com
position is the ability to combine two conversations into a new, compound conversation.
Development of these two capabilities will entail the creation of syntax for expressing a
new conversation in terms of existing conversations, and for linking the appropriate pieces
of the component conversations. It will also demand solution of a variety of technical
problems, such as naming conflicts, and the merger of semantic descriptions of the conver
sations.

4.2.2 Conversation Sharing
A standardized conversation language, as proposed above, dictates how conversations
should be represented; however, it does not say how such representations are to be shared
among agents. While the details of how conversation sharing is accomplished are more
mundane than those of conversation representation, they are nevertheless crucial to the
viability of dynamic conversation-based systems. Three questions present themselves:
• How can an agent map the name of a conversation to the specification of that conver
sation?
• How can one agent communicate to another the identity of the conversation it is
using?
• How can an agent determine what conversations are handled by a service provider
that does not yet know of the agent’s interest?
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4.2.3 Conversations Sets as Application Programmer Interface (API)s
The set of conversations in which an agent will participate defines an interface to that agent.
Thus, standardized sets of conversations can serve as Abstract Agent Interfaces (AAI), in
much the same way that standardized sets of function calls or method invocations serve as
APIs in the traditional approach to system building. That is, an interface to a particular
class of service can be specified by identifying a collection of one or more conversations in
which the provider of such a service agrees to participate. Any agent that wishes to provide
this class of service needs only to implement the appropriate set of conversations. To be
practical, a naming scheme will be required for referring to such sets of conversations, and
one or more agents will be needed to track the development and dissolution of particular
AAIs. In addition to a mechanism for establishing and maintaining AAIs, standard roles
and ontologies, applicable to a wide variety of applications, will also be required.
As mentioned, until recently there has been little work on communication languages
from a practitioner’s point of view. If we set aside work on network transport protocols or
protocols in distributed computing (e.g., CORBA) as being too low-level for the purposes
of intelligent agents, the remainder of the relevant research may be divided into two cate
gories. The first deals with theoretical constructs and formalisms that address the issue of
agency in general and communication in particular, as a dimension of agent behavior (e.g.,
Agent Oriented Programming (AOP) [Sho93]). The second addresses agent languages
and associated communication languages that have evolved to some degree to applications
(e.g., TELESCRIPT [Whi95], now Odyssey [Gen98]). In both cases, the bulk of the work
on communication languages has been part of a broader project that commits to specific
architectures.
Agent communication languages like KQML provide a much richer set of interaction
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primitives (e.g., KQML’s performatives), support a richer set of communication proto
cols (e.g., point-to-point, brokering, recommending, broadcasting, multicasting, etc.), work
with richer content languages (e.g., Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)), and are more
readily extensible than any of the systems described above. However, as discussed above,
KQML lacks organization at the conversation level that lends context to the messages it ex
presses and transmits. Limited work has been done on implementing conversations for soft
ware agents, and almost none has been done on expressing those conversations. As early
as 1986, Winograd and Flores [WF8 6 ] used state transition diagrams to describe conver
sations. The COOL system [BF95] has perhaps the most detailed current state transitionbased model to describe agent conversations. Each arc in a COOL state-transition diagram
represents a message transmission, a message receipt, or both. One consequence of this
policy is that two different agents must use different automata to engage in the same conver
sation. We believe that a conversation standard should clearly separate message matching
from actions to be carried out when a match occurs; doing so will allow a single conversa
tion specification to be used by all participants in a conversation. This, in turn, will allow
conversation specifications to describe standard services, both from the viewpoint of the
service provider, and from that of the service user.
COOL also uses an rintent slot to allow the recipient to decide which conversation struc
ture to use in understanding the message. This is a simple way to express the semantics of
the conversation. We argue below that more general descriptions of conversation semantics
will be needed if agents are to acquire and engage in new conversations on the fly. The
challenge will be to develop a language that is general enough to express the most impor
tant facts about a conversation, without being so general that it becomes an intellectual
exercise, or too computationally expensive to implement.
Other conversation models have been developed, using various approaches. Extended
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FSM models, which, like COOL, focus more on expressivity than adherence to a model
include Kuwabara et al. [KI095, Xuw95], who add inheritance to conversations; Wagner
et al. [WBLX99]; and Elio and Haddadi [EH99], who defines a multilevel state machine,
or Abstract Task Model (ATM). A few others have chosen to stay within the bounds of a
DFA, such as Chauhan [Cha97], who uses COOL as the basis for her multi-agent develop
ment system,

1

Nodine and Unruh [NU97a, NU97b], who use conversation specifications

to enforce correct conversational behavior, and Pitt and Mamdani [PM99], who use DFAs
to specify protocols for Beliefs, Desires and Intentions (BDI) agents. Also using automata,
Martin et al. [MPRA99] employ Push-Down Transducers (PDT). Lin et al. [LNSK99] and
Cost et al. [CCF+99] demonstrate the use of Colored Petri Nets, and Moore [Moo99] ap
plies state charts. Parunak [Par96] employs Dooley Graphs. Bradshaw [Bra96] introduces
the notion of a conversation suite as a collection of commonly used conversations known
by many agents. Labrou [Lab96b] uses definite clause grammars to specify conversations.
While each of these works makes contributions to our general understanding of conversa
tions, more work must be done in getting agents to share and use conversations.

4.2.4 Defining Common Agent Services via Conversations
A significant impediment to the development of agent systems is the lack of basic standard
agent services that can be easily built on top of the conversation architecture. Examples of
such services are: name and address resolution; authentication and security services; bro
kerage services; registration and group formation; message tracking and logging; commu
nication and interaction; visualization; proxy services; auction services; workflow services;
coordination services; and performance monitoring services. Services such as these have
'More recent work with this project, JAFMAS. explores conversion of policies to standard Petri Nets for
analysis [GB99a].
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typically been implemented as needed in individual agent development environments. Two
such examples are an agent name server and an intelligent broker.
Agent Name Server
At first blush, the problem of mapping from an agent name to information about that agent
(such as its address) seems trivial. However, solving this problem in a way that can easily
scale as the number of users and amount of data to be processed grows is difficult. We
believe that development of a successful symbolic agent addressing mechanism demands
at least two advances:
1. A simple naming convention to place each role an agent might play in an organization
at a unique point in a namespace for that organization. Currently there is no widely
accepted mechanism for universal unique agent naming (in the way that there now
is, e.g., for Internet hosts or web documents).
2. An efficient, scalable name service protocol for mapping from symbolic role names
to information about the agents that fill those roles.
The proposed KNS (Section 3) meets both of these demands.
To a large extent, the desired techniques can be modeled after existing name service
techniques such as the Domain Naming Scheme (DNS) (which is widely implemented) and
CORBA (whose namespace mechanisms are only narrowly implemented). Such techniques
are well studied, highly reliable, and scalable. Agent name service will differ from DNS
primarily in that agents will tend to appear, disappear, and move around more frequently
than do Internet hosts. This will necessitate the development of naming conventions that
are less rigid than those used in DNS, and algorithms for mapping from names to agent
information that do not rely on the static local databases found in DNS.
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Intelligent Broker
A system that is to respond to the demands of multiple users, with needs that vary over time,
under an ever-increasing query load must be able to do on-the-fly matching of queries to
documents and services. With respect to agent-based architectures, that implies the ability
to dynamically discover other agents based on the content of their knowledge. It should
exploit the research on conversations and the symbolic agent-addressing scheme described
above, while at the same time fitting neatly into existing brokered systems. Such systems
will continue to see a single broker where they had a single broker all along; now, however,
that broker will have the option of coordinating many other disparate brokers of varying
capabilities.

4.3 Implementing Conversation-Based Formalisms
While formal methods are typically and best applied to relatively small, well understood
domains, software agents research typically involves the integration of ideas from a number
of areas and problem solving techniques that are often more heuristic than algorithmic. In
this section, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of combining the two, and show
that in some areas, the marriage can be quite fruitful.
In this work, we restrict our attention to agent interaction as agent communication, and
claim that the two are equivalent, based on the assumption that any action or perception
can be expressed in some linguistic form, or at least at a linguistic transmission of some
complex data. Consider, for example, an agent whose perceptual models translate all sig
nals into messages that it communicates to itself. Extending this line of reasoning one
step further, we can characterize all agent behavior as communicative interaction, by ob
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serving that agents can be decomposed into modules whose interaction can be restricted to
communication.
The conversation-based approach to agent modeling supports the bundling of messages
into conversational units with a common context. We will adopt this approach, and discuss
it at length below.

4.3.1 Why Formalize the Specification of Agent Behavior?
The formal specification of agent behaviors offers a number of tangible benefits, including:
The ability to verify the behavior of an agent before it is executed, the potential for rea
soning about behaviors and their composition, and the possibility of behavior reuse. These
benefits will assist us in providing a convenient, standard representation for agents spec
ification, which facilitates agent coding from specification, and which allow formal and
probabilistic analysis of agents and systems.

4.3.2 Requirements
A formal specification scheme should meet the following requirements:
• Completeness/Generality. The system should be sufficient to allow the specification
of a wide range of interactions. This implies varying levels of abstraction as well.
• Independence. It should be portable across platforms, not tied to any specific ma
chine implementation.
• Efficiency. The use of this scheme should not require space and compute resources
that would make it, for most common cases, impractical.
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• Simplicity. In order for a system to be widely accepted, it must be clear enough to
merit its adoption in favor of other approaches.
• Adaptivity. While the conversation-based approach should guide interaction, inter
action will not always conform to some expected structure. The system must be
capable of coping with unexpected or dynamic situations.
• Scalability. Efficiency is gained by composition of existing conversations into larger,
more complex ones.
Some of the above requirements can easily be or have already been met. For example,
some degree of platform independence can be achieved by implementing interpreters in
a relatively platform independent language such as Java. More progress can be made by
developing an interpreter algorithm that is fairly straightforward, and can be implemented
in most any programming language. Others will not be completely solved within the scope
of this work. In this work, we will describe: A framework for modeling agent interaction,
an ontology for agent interaction and communication, and a specification language for
agent interaction protocols.

433

Desirable Properties of a Protocol Description Language

A language for describing CPs should be of maximal use to both the designed and de
veloper, supporting abundant expression and good design and verification techniques. Its
properties should include:
• Accessibility; Should be relatively easy to leam and use.
• Should allow for the specification of all relevant behaviors.
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• Support the use of tools for formal and probabilistic analysis.
• Allow modification and (de)composition of protocols.
• Support online reasoning about protocol selection.
• Have a mapping to executable form, or be directly executable.
• Simplicity.
Formal specification and methods have been applied to other level of agent design as
well. Perhaps the best example is the DESIRE project [BKJT95], which has for years
been working on the formal verification of distributed knowledge bases. This work is very
important for agent research, but is at a more abstract level than what we are trying to
accomplish. The protocols that we consider could be hand tooled by a human, or inferred
from first principles by a high level reasoning system.
A comprehensive system for conversation-based interaction would greatly facilitate the
development and use of autonomous agents in the human community. As the conversationbased approach grows in popularity, it is essential that we find a common framework within
which all agents can cooperate. This is the motivation behind the development of Protolin
gua.

4.3.4 Underlying Formal Computational Model
Conversation Models
The core of this theory will be the formalism chosen for modeling conversations. The
choice of formal system has great impact on the value of the specification scheme, in terms
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of its accessibility, expressivity, and support for verification. Below, we examine a number
of systems that are promising candidates.
The Status Quo: Deterministic Finite State Automatons

As discussed above, a popu

lar model is the DFA (Equation 4.1).

D F A M = (Q, E, S, <70, F), where :
Q = Finite set o f states
E = Input alphabet
(4.1)
6 = Function Q
qo = Initial state; q0 € Q
F = Set o f fin a l states; F C Q
This model is simple and easily interpreted, and effectively captures the essence of
simple, sequential protocols. While this has proven to be of great use to date, it is not
sufficiently powerful to model conversations which involve an arbitrarily large or changing
number of participants or which involve broadcast messages. Also, the term DFA is heavily
misused in the agents literature. The formal definition of a DFA is given in Equation 4.1.
Most models of conversation that have been referred to as DFAs differ in two respects.
First, the inputs are not discrete elements of an alphabet, but complex expressions, and
are evaluated with complex matching expressions or procedures. Expressions need not be
mutually exclusive, admitting non-determinism in the form of order dependence. Second, a
random access read/write store is often available to the procedures. This modified machine
is effectively an augmented transition network (ATN), and as such Turing equivalent.

2

2We use ATNs here to broadly encompass all automata extended in such a way that they are equal in
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While an ATN is far more expressive than a DFA, it is much more difficult to analyze
formally.
We will next examine briefly a number of formal models that could potentially be used
as a basis for conversation specification: CPNs, Evolving Algebra (EA)s, temporal logic
and 7r-calculus. Each of these has merits of varying degree with respect to the properties re
quired, so it is not likely that one will appear to be clearly superior to the others. Rather, the
best approach may involve a combination of two or more models and algorithms for inter
conversion. Conversation specifications could include the model in which the conversation
was to be interpreted.
Augmented Transition Networks The ATN expands on the FSM by adding recursion
(to support Context Free Grammars), and various extensions such as registers, tests and
arbitrary functions or actions. While the ATN is a very expressive model, it is not a very
good model for concurrency. As it is used currently, the state of the ATN must represent
the joint state of both participants in a dialogue; the implied, necessary assumption is that
both parties transition from state to state simultaneously. This is not a valid assumption
for asynchronous systems. Consequently, both parties must follow the same path, meaning
that the ATN state represents the joint state for both participants. This approach does not
scale well. If conversations of more than two participants were to be described, the form of
the AIN used to model a conversation would be dependent on the number of participants,
and for m participants with n local states each, an ATN with nm states would be required.
Let us consider the following informal extension to the ATN, in support of concurrency
(Equation 4.2):
power to a Turing machine (e.g. a DFA with random access store). The ATN is transition-diagram based, and
includes many extensions commonly made to basic automata, making it an easy target
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D F A M = (Q, S,

9o> F, P), where :

Q = Finite set o f states
P = Finite set o f participants
E = Input alphabet

(4*2)

5 = Function Q x H x P —>Q
qo = Initial state; qo € Q
F = Set o / fin a l states; F C Q
Here, we provide for a set of participants P , each with individual state. S computes
the state change for a single participant based on its current state and input. q0 denotes
the initial state for all participants. Note that we have not yet considered the problem of
synchronization among participants.
Before going any further, we should note that this model looks remarkably like the CPN
model (discussed below). Rather than recreating this powerful model, we will instead plan
to consider the CPN itself as an alternative.
Executable Temporal Logic Temporal logic provides a powerful basis for modeling sys
tems. It is also, however, very computationally expensive. Satisfiability for prepositional
temporal logic is PSPACE-complete, and for first-order temporal logics is £}-complete. In
order to make executable temporal logics feasible, designers have dealt with this problem
by either restricting expression in the logic itself, or by applying advanced heuristics to the
theorem proving mechanism. We will not expand on this topic; see [Mer95, F095] for an
excellent survey of executable and modal logic. A good example, which has been used suc
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cessfully in quite a number of systems, including agent systems, is MetateM/Concurrent
MetateM [KF97, Fis94, BFG+95].
Process Calculi Process algebras allow for very thorough modeling of complex, concur
rent systems. There is an extensive literature on their use, and the wide variety of tools
generally available makes them an attractive modeling candidate. Two of the best known
are Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85, Ros97, HJ95] and the Calculus
of Communicating Systems (CCS) [Mil80]. Although they provide very powerful means
for systems analysis, CCS and CSP are not executable languages.
An extension of CCS that allows for dynamic change in systems structure is Milner’s ncalculus [MPW89a, MPW89b]. Since we would like to model conversations with dynamic
structure, this is a significant improvement over CCS. While we make significant gains in
expressivity, the actual notation of the 7r-calculus or polyadic 7r-calculus (see [Mil91]) is
somewhat more burdensome. The syntax and semantics are less accessible than those of
state based models, such as Petri Nets, and interpreters will be more complex. Far fewer
tools for the use of monadic 7r-calculus exist than for CPNs, for example.3

EA

Evolving Algebras (EA) [Gur93, Gur95], or Abstract State Machines (ASM) are the

result of an effort by Gurevich to create a formal model of computation which is closer
to actual system specification than the Turing Machine (TM). Essentially, the ASM differs
from the TM in that it simulates each step of the modeled algorithm in a bounded number of
steps of the underlying ASM. Further, the ASM has the advantage over similar abstract ma
chines [KU58, Sch80] in that it can be used to model any or varying levels of abstraction.
EAs have been used to specify the C and Prolog languages and the architectures for the
3To date, the author is only aware of one: the Mobility Workbench [VM94, Vic95], which runs under
New Jersey SML
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PVM and the Transputer, and to validate the standard language implementations of Prolog
and Occam, just to cite a few examples. Models can be run on an EA interpreter, of which
there are several implementations [HM]. See [Bor95] for motivation behind using EAs and
[BGR95] for a demonstration of the EA specification of the familiar Bakery Algorithm.
Of particular interest to this project is that the 7r-calculus can in fact be faithfully mod
eled as an EA; this is demonstrated by Glavan and Rosenzweig [GR93] in their develop
ment of a theory of concurrency for the EA framework. Also of potential interest is the cur
rent effort to specify Java and the JVM using the ASM methodology [BS98, Wal97, KP97].
A very useful source of information on EAs in an annotated bibliography by Borger [BH98].
Petri Nets

Petri Net (PN)s [Pet77, Age79] offer a very simple language with which to

model a wide range of systems, with true concurrency. However, because of the simplicity
of the modeling language, it is often time consuming and complex to model higher level
processes, such as communication.
CPNs [Jen92, Jen94a, Jen94b, Jen96, Jen97b, Jen97a] are an extension which allow
tokens in a PN to be ‘colored’ with arbitrarily complex data. While CPNs are equivalent
in expressive power to PNs, they make it possible to model systems that would otherwise
require a prohibitive number of states. Figure 4.1 depicts a CPN describing a simple com
munication protocol.

4.3.5 Conversational Ontology
The use of an ontology provides a standardized, common body of knowledge about the
domain in question; in this case, agent interaction. See [GTW92, Gru93, Gru92, Gua94,
GCG94] for discussion of ontologies as portable, common knowledge representation mech
anisms. Ontologies provide a common vocabulary for referring to a set of objects and
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Figure 4.1: CPN describing a simple communication protocol. Rectangles denote actions,
and ovals places in the traditional PN notation.
relationship among them, usually within some prescribed domain. They therefore make
it possible to work concisely within a domain (e.g. pose unambiguous statements), and
provides a means for those in other domains to interpret yours (e.g. facilitates translation
of your statements). In this work, we will discuss two ’levels’ of ontology; a higher level
ontology of conversations, which captures the domain of agent communicative interaction,
and a lower level ontology of conversation models. The latter is used to talk about com
putational models, specification components, interpreters, ans so on. The Nishida Lab at
the Nara Institute of Technology has done considerable work in the creation and use of on
tologies in agent-based systems [TH'+96, TIN95, TTN97, ITN96]. Tools for constructing
ontologies have been developed, such as Stanford’s Ontoiingua ontology editor, an online
research system [FFR96].
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4.3.6 A Language for Specifying Behavior
The specification language should allow us to describe agent protocols in a formal way,
using all of the machinery we have defined above. The language should be sufficiently
general so that it can be used across various platforms. For example, although the language
will initially be used within a Java -based agent system, protocol specifications should
not access Java classes or invoke Java methods directly, but should rely on functionality
provided by the language interpreter.

4.4

Summary

The conversation paradigm is a very useful way of organizing communication among
groups of agents, lending context to the sending and receipt of messages, thereby facil
itating more meaningful interpretation. Other benefits include a better fit with intuitive
models of agent interaction, and separation of conversation structure and the corresponding
actions. The choice of underlying model significantly affects the value of various aspects
of the representation, such as expressiveness and verifiability. A specification language for
the representation, in combination with a an ontology of conversations, would facilitate the
exchange, use and reuse of CPs across systems of agents.
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Chapter 5
KNS
Communication is a central problem in distributed systems. Without the ability to com
municate, a set of agents would be merely a collection of isolated components. All classic
distributed systems problems, such as coordination and distributed reasoning, depend on an
underlying communication framework. Before communication can take place, there must
be a known destination. KNS adds a communication layer in which symbolic names are
mapped to actual transport addresses. In addition, however, it offers advanced support for
dynamic group formation and disbanding, and maintenance of persistent, distributed agent
identity. KNS is currently being used within Jackal, UMBC’s Java-based agent develop
ment framework. This chapter introduces the basic concepts underlying KNS.
The problem of agent naming is central to agent communication. We would like to
be able to talk about agents with reasonable certainty that we are all discussing the same
ones, and we would like to be able to send messages to agents that we know by name. The
former statement argues that names should be unique, within some context, and the latter
that they should be resolvable into addresses which can be used by our underlying transport
mechanism. This can be accomplished by having the address either implicitly or explicitly
51
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encoded in the name, or by providing a service to perform the resolution.
We can think of the problem in three layers of abstraction. At the top is the agent’s
identity, that which differentiates it from all other agents. One step below this is the name,
and at the base is the address. Although an agent’s identity will never change (by defini
tion), its name(s) may, based on changing roles or associations. Addresses may change
even more frequently, because of physical relocation or constraints of the underlying oper
ating system. This dynamism argues for the use of service-based resolution (SBR) between
both layers. In addition, SBR allows for the use of symbolic names with useful meaning.
Uniqueness is a more difficult problem. It is trivial to assign agents simple unique iden
tifiers (e.g. serial numbers) from some central authority. However, if an agent holds such
an identifier, it must still present the tag to some authority for resolution. An address, for
instance a URL, eliminates the need for SBR altogether, but ties the agent to that address.
We propose to represent an agent’s identity by the collection of names it uses which we
call the persistent distributed identity (PDI). This set can change as names are added or
removed, but it remains a constant reference point for the agent itself. Protocols added to
the basic agent registration scheme maintain the PDI with little overhead. In addition to the
benefits of identity, the scheme provides a valuable mechanism for storing and retrieving
information relating to the agent such as certificates.
KNS is a set of protocols for agent naming and addressing. They were developed and
used as a basis for the design of Jackal 3.0. This section provides an overview of KNS.
The KNS covers several layers of abstraction, and provides basic support for agent
operation. It should be noted that the KNS protocols are layered on top of the KQML, or
linguistic, layer.
First, some definitions:
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3 D e f in it io n (G iv e n N a m e ) A name chosen fo r the agent application by itself or some

other authority.
4 DEFINITION (L o c a l N a m e ) A Given Name qualified by a numeric index, and assigned

by a Domain Registrar upon registration.
5 DEFINITION (F Q A N ) Fully-Qualified Agent Name, the canonical form fo r names in
KNS. Every Fully-Qualified Agent Name (FQAN) names a domain.
6 DEFINITION ( D o m a i n )

a

virtual group, defined by registration and unregistration, and

managed by the owner o f the FQAN which names it.
7 DEFINITION (O p e n D o m a in ) a Domain which will accept registrations.
8 DEFINITION (C l o s e d D o m a in ) A Domain which will not accept registrations.
9 DEFINITION (R e g is t r a r ) The agent which manages a given Domain.
10 DEFINITION (R e g is t r a n t ) An agent registered with a given domain.
11 DEFINITION (A l ia s ) A FQAN that is owned by the same agent as another FQAN is

an alias fo r that FQAN.
12 DEFINITION (ALIAS S e t ) Also ‘Alias Net’; fo r an agent A, the set o f domains with

which A is registered.
13 DEFINITION (AS) Agent Server; holds a database o f information fo r given agent.
14 DEFINITION (PAS) Primary AS; there is only one fo r any given agent.
15 DEFINITION (S AS) Backup (secondary) AS; serve as backup to Primary Agent Server
(PAS). There can be any number.
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5.1 Assumptions
KNS makes some basic assumptions about the environment in which it is used:
• Message delivery by the underlying transport mechanisms is reliable. The protocols
do not incorporate any retry mechanism for delivery failure to a specified address.
Further, if KNS protocols are properly implemented, including strong message de
livery, an agent may be consider unreachable if an expected acknowledgment is not
received on a single transmission.
• Authentication (KNS does not specify what kind) in the message transport layer as
sures that the name in the sender field of the message is in fact the sender of the
message. Security in KNS is identity based, so any privileges enjoyed by the named
sender are applied to the accompanying transaction.
• Agents purporting to implement KNS correctly and responsibly render services as
appropriate.
• It is possible to distinguish agents that implement KNS from those that do not. This
relates to the general problem of determining an agents language or message format.
Initially, an agent should be given the name of another with which to register; that
agent does implement KNS, as do any agents located through KNS name/address
resolution. However, new contacts in unrelated systems may not.

5.2 Agent Names
The foundation of KNS is its agent-naming scheme. It encompasses both symbolic
and direct (URL-based) names. The symbolic component is modeled after the DNS
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scheme [Moc87a, Moc87b], and extends it to allow a Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
to fill the root position of a name. A FQAN is defined as follows:

GivenName — [a — zA — ZO — 9_]{1,64}

(5.1)

N am elndex =

(5.2)

0

|

([1

—9][0 —9]{, 10})

Local Name = < GivenName >< N am elndex >
FQAN

=

(5.3)

(< LocalName > .)*
(< GivenName >\< LocalName > |< URL >)

(5.4)

As in DNS, names registered within a Domain must be unique. Rather than accepting
only applications for unique names, KNS adopts the policy of accepting any name and
adding a distinguishing suffix. Some examples of FQANs are: bob[4].ans, freida, barbecue[34].cs and fred[2].http://www.umbc.edu/. Since names correspond to entity/Domain
relationships, an agent may have any number of names, and may use them interchangeably.
In light of our earlier discussion of name uniqueness, it should be clear that this defini
tion allows for unqualified names. This is included as a convenience, since many contained
systems use well-known names for common resources. We assume then that unqualified
names are used only in closed contexts in which the address of name root is publicly known.
In general, the use of fully qualified names is preferred. The technically correct definition
of a FQAN is:
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GivenName — [a — zA — ZO — 9_] {1,64}

(5.5)

N am elndex = 0 | ([1 —9][0 —9]{, 10})

(5.6)

LocalName = < GivenName >< N am elndex >

(5.7)

FQAN =

{< LocalName > . ) * < URL >

(5.8)

Every FQAN represents a Domain. Thus, an agent can ‘have’, or manage, multiple
Domains, although none is required to actively accept Domain registrations. An agent
registers with a Domain either with its Given Name, or under another FQAN that it holds.
In the latter case, protocols are engaged to update the Alias Set for that agent. In either
case, the agent is given a new FQAN, which is derived from the Given Name of the name
submitted. For example, if an agent registers orianus.local with freckies.cs[l].umbc.ans
(alternatively, freckles.cs[l].umbc.http://jackal.cs.umbc.edu/ans), it may receive the FQAN
orianus[ I4].cs[l].umbc[23].ans.
An alternative is to represent the name of an agent as an actual URL. While this would
be enormously convenient, it creates unacceptable naming ambiguity. Any URL should be
usable as a legal agent name, for reasons of flexibility, and for compatibility with systems
that use only URLs as agent names. Given that constraint, it becomes impossible to de
termine which portion of a URL constitutes the root, and which the domain. For example,
http://jackal.cs.umbc.edu/ans.umbc.cstll.freckles could indicate four different names, de
pending on where one decided the root name ended. It is difficult to remedy this problem
directly without abusing or outright violating the URL syntax.
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5.3 KNS Architecture
KNS is served by a dynamic, distributed database system, depicted in Figure 1. The two
databases maintained are the Domain Registry (one for each Domain), and the Agent Reg
istry (one for each agent, and one or more backups). We impose one additional virtual
structure on the name hierarchy, called the Alias Set (or AliasSet). The Alias Set consists
of all Domains with which an agent has ever registered. One Domain is designated as the
Primary Agent Server (PAS), and it hosts the primary agent registry. Likewise, a Backup
Agent Server (BAS) hosts the backup agent registry. Ail Agent Servers (AS) maintain a
reference to the target agent’s PAS and BASs. ASs are arranged in a star configuration
in order to minimize messaging overhead. The AliasSet itself is treated as a single en
tity; queries are directed to any member, and if necessary, are forwarded directly to the
PAS. Member agents notify the PAS of any changes, and the PAS broadcasts updates to the
remaining members of the set.
One dependency is that agent information is not discarded. While this is not entirely
realistic, is means that agents can be located most of the time, and that more resources
can be dedicated to specific localities to increase the level of fault tolerance. For example,
under the KNS scheme, if agent bob.erols.ans unregisters from erols.ans, it will still be
possible to locate bob through the erols.ans domain. If erols.ans terminates, and ans has
lifted its domain, location is still possible. However, if erols.ans goes down catastrophically
or otherwise dissolves the domain, it will not be possible to reach bob via its previous name.
Agents who are concerned with reachability would therefore prefer to register with strong
domains, and would show preference for names that they felt would more reliably persist.
This situation could be improved by allowing agents to register, have included in their
address information, or send with messages an alternate name; this is reminiscent of the
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use of sender and reply-to fields.

2. Register as Agent99.ansi, get
name Agent99[12].umbc[2]:aiis>
1. Register as Agent99, get
name: Agent99[l].ansi /

Agent99 Y 3. Register as Agent99[ 12].umbc[2].ans,
get name Agent99[3].Baltimore

Figure 5.1: KNS Alias Network. The registrars of Agent99 coordinate to maintain the
agent’s distributed identity.

5.4 Protocols
KNS specifies protocols for agent addressing and naming, authentication, aliasing and Do
main registration. These are sketched below:
1.

Group Membership
(a) Register Register with a new Domain (multiple registrations are permitted).
Registration implies a commitment to membership in a Domain. A registration
must contain one address that is reachable by the registrar. The name given must
be a FQAN. Registration causes the intended registrar to invoke the protocol for
joining an AliasSet, if the name given by the registrant indicates a prior domain
association.
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(b) Join: Identify the Alias Set for a registrant, and join. The agent accepts the
responsibility of forwarding PAS queries, and becomes eligible to become a
BAS for the registering agent, though the latter is not required.
(c) Unregisten Terminate association with a Domain. The registration entry is not
deleted; it is moved to a dormant status, and the addresses are cleared.
The potential for unregistration creates instability in the naming hierarchy. For
this reason, one of two protocols should be followed in the event that an agent
must leave a Domain.
• Domain Lifting: For each domain owned by the departing agent, the
owner of the parent domain takes on the subdomain and its registration
responsibilities, (e.g. umbc[2 ] takes over naming responsibilities for the
phil[7].umbc[2] domain as phil[7].umbc[2] unregisters. This involves a
transfer of the registry, and a conversion of the departing agents registra
tion entry from real to virtual. The unregistration is automatic, and no
disruption is perceived externally.
• Recursive Domain Dissolution: The agent wishing to unregister first ex
cuses or discharges all agents registered in the Domain that is to be elimi
nated, using existing protocols. Each in turn does the same, so the Domain
and all of its subdomains are eliminated.
Clearly, lifting is preferable to dissolution, since no naming information is lost.
However, dissolution does at least prevent the use of names after they have
become invalid.
(d) Excuse: Request that a registrant unregister from a named group. A positive
acknowledgment constitutes an implicit unregistration. A negative or no ac-
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knowledgment is followed by a discharge.
(e) Discharge: Revoke an agent’s membership in a Domain. This action does not
require consent or acknowledgment; it should be used only in order to elicit a
response once a request to unregister has failed.
(f) Leave an Alias Set: Terminate relationship with principal for that set. If an
agent is the principal or a secondary, it must first arrange successful transfer
of the database and database responsibilities. Technically, this protocol is in
consistent, since a registrar accepts the responsibility for a registering agent
even after the registration is no longer valid. However, this is more of an ideal
in KNS than a rigorous expectation; agents will occasionally cease to provide
KNS services, intentionally or unintentionally. This protocol provides a clean
mechanism for withdrawal.
2. Registry Query/Update
(a) Query for the address(es) of an agent: Note that address queries are posed to
Domain registries; therefore, querying an agent for its own addressees) is not
permitted. KNS does not prohibit responding to queries about one’s own ad
dresses. However, some systems which integrate KNS, e.g. Jackal, do not pro
vide agents with access to information at the message transport level directly.
In any event, a well formed KNS address query could not be made to a KNS
compliant agent The response for an agent with no valid addresses is a null
address packet For a non-present agent it is a s o r r y , or the equivalent.
(b) Update a registry entry: by adding or deleting an address or other data. It is
permitted for an agent to remove all addresses from its registration entry; this
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does not imply unregistration.
(c) Invalidate: notify an agent that an address it has provided is invalid. The agent
receiving the invalidate should take steps to right the registry for the domain
in question, either by posing queries, marking or canceling the offending entry.
The precise form of the action is not currently defined.
3. Agent Information Server Query/Update
(a) Identify the alias server for an agent of a Given Name.
(b) Verify a FQAN: This is implemented as an address query, which will return an
address packet if the agent’s name is found in the registry.
(c) Get the aliases for an agent of a Given Name.
(d) Request that another agent replicate a (local) alias database: An agent’s PAS
may at its discretion request that any or all members of the agent’s AliasSet
replicate the AID. Agents are not required to comply. If an agent accepts the
request, it becomes a BAS, and receives updates from the PAS. Its new status is
broadcast to the members of the AliasSet.
(e) Abdicate: A PAS relinquishes control of the AliasSet to a member BAS. Upon
acceptance, the abdicating PAS begins forwarding all incoming traffic to the
new PAS, while the new PAS broadcasts the change of status to all members of
the set. Any agent that serves as a BAS accepts the responsibility of potentially
serving as PAS. This is a critical protocol; if it fails, the agent’s identity is lost,
and the former PAS becomes a BAS.
(f) Resign: A BAS notifies the AliasSet’s PAS that it will no longer serve as BAS.
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Only a cursory acknowledgment is required. The resigning agent is still a mem
ber of the AliasSet.
4. Additional Features
(a) Broadcast. Messages sent to a virtual Domain are automatically copied by the
registrar of the virtual Domain to all members. This is done as a ‘direct’ for
ward; that is, no modification or wrapping of the message. This process repeats
itself recursively.

5.5 Additional Notes
5.5.1 Security
As mentioned briefly above, security protocols are not part of KNS, but it is clear that
the scheme could not function properly without some measure of authentication in real
world situations. For example, no agent should be able to unregister another agent from
some domain, or register using another agent’s name. We assume the use of an underlying
authentication scheme that assures that the identity of the sender of a message is truthfully
given. Access to KNS protocols and data is identity based, so this satisfies our requirements
for operation in an open system.

5.5.2 Performance
The AliasSet scheme was carefully designed to provide comprehensive information access
with minimal overhead. The cost in messages of a single name/address resolution query
is constant (2 ), and for a composite name is linear in the number of components in the
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name. The latter can be reduced significantly with address caching. Best of all, the cost
of a query to the PAS of any sort, such as joining or alias resolution, is constant: 2 or 4
messages, depending on which member of the AliasSet the agent first contacts. The only
significant costs to the system are replication and status change of a BAS or PAS. PASs
replicate entries to all BASs in the AliasSet. If one BAS per set is used, this adds two
messages to each PAS update. However, for higher fault-tolerance, it is possible to make
every member of an AliasSet a BAS. Then, PAS update operations become linear in the
number of domains to which the agent belongs. Of less significance, if any member of an
alias set changes status (to normal, BAS or PAS), a broadcast to all members of the set
is necessary, also linear in the size of the set. However, the latter operation is relatively
infrequent.
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Chapter 6
Jackal
Jackal has served the agent communication needs of UMBC’s CUMPLEX project (Sec
tion 7.1) for three years. This chapter describes Jackal’s design and operation in some
detail.

6.1 Overview
In its current form, Jackal is a Java package that allows applications written in Java to
communicate via the KQML [FLM97] agent communication language.

1

It is designed

to be used as a ’tool’ by other applications, in that it does not require that applications be
modified or extend some standard shell. Additionally, Jackal is designed so that multiple
instances of it, and therefore multiple agents, may be run within the same Java Virtual
Machine. Jackal:
• Facilitates the transmission and receipt of KQML messages.
• Implements a conversation-based approach to dialogue management
'Jackal has been traditionally used with KQML, but was designed to be relatively language independent.
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• Presents a flexible blackboard interface to the agent.
• Provides portability through Java.
• Supports the use of multiple, user defined, plug-and-play transport protocols.
• Requires little modification to existing code.
• Implements a complete scheme for agent naming and addressing (KNS).
• Supports agent extensibility through attachment of modules with message-based in
terfaces.
Adding communication abilities to any Java program requires no modification of ex
isting code. This is because Jackal’s functionality is accessed through a class instance,
which can be shared among agent components like a portable two-way radio. This is in
contrast to systems that require that a program subclass an agent shell, or otherwise re
structure itself. With this Jackal instance, the agent gains more than just the ability to send
and receive messages, however. Jackal’s design is based in large part on, and implements,
KNS (Chapter 5), an evolving standard for resolving agent names in a hierarchically struc
tured, dynamic environment. This means that the agent application need only deal with
symbolic agent names, and may leave issues such as physical address resolution and alias
identification to the Jackal infrastructure.
Two components which work together to provide the greatest benefit to the agent are
the conversation management routines and the Distributor, a blackboard for message dis
tribution. The conversation system supports the use of easily interchangeable protocols for
interaction, which guide the behavior of the system. The Distributor presents a flexible,
active interface for internal message retrieval by agent components. While the Distrib
utor optimizes access to the message flow, it is the conversation system that gives it its
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Agent/User Services
Jackal Svc Extensions
Jackal Services
Intercom/Jackal API
i Utility
Message Bus
Buffers
Synch I
Java Class Libraries
Java VM_________

Figure 6.1: Jackal Architecture
real value; the next section will discuss in depth the rational behind the conversation-based
approach.

6.2

Jackal’s Design

Jackal was designed to provide comprehensive functionality, while presenting a simple in
terface to the user. Thus, although Jackal consists of roughly seventy distinct classes, all
user interactions are channeled through one class, hiding most details of the implemen
tation. Although there are significant benefits in some cases to sharing a Jackal instance
among several agents, the typical usage is as an accessory to an individual agent. Thus,
the Jackal architecture does not describe a MAS based around a shared tuple space, as it is
often perceived, but a private system of which each agent in a system owns an instance.

6.2.1 Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 6.2, Jackal has a layered architecture that facilitates dynamic re
configuration. Its native execution environment is standard, off-the-shelf Java. Central to
Jackal’s operation is a set of enhanced synchronization primitives and buffers, which are
used to tie together its loosely coupled components. The Message Bus is the essence of
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Jackal. Consisting principally of the conversation interpreters and a message redistribution
system, it is the common path for all message traffic in a Jackal-based agent. This Bus,
wrapped with some additional utilities by the Jackal API, is referred to as the Jackal Core.
Both Jackal and agent services interact with the Core and each other through the API. Some
examples of Jackal services are the Agent Naming Services, and Message Transport Ser
vices. The Jackal Package as it is typically distributed consists of the Core and a set of
standard services.
One major strength of Jackal is its extensibility. Modules, such as name registration
services, have two interfaces: a standard API, and a message-based interface. Methods can
therefore be invoked directly, or via commands sent through Jackal’s communication in
frastructure. In the latter case, commands are received by the module through the common
blackboard interface. This flexible interface makes it possible to dynamically reconfigure
agents.
Figure 6.2 presents the principal Jackal components, and the basic message path
through the system. We will first discuss each of the components, and then, to illustrate
their interaction, trace the path of a message through the system (that is, as it is received
by Jackal, passed on to and replied to by an agent thread, and the reply sent back to the
original sender).

6.2.2 Intercom
The Intercom class is the bridge between the agent application and Jackal. It is the only
visible element of the Core. Intercom controls startup and shutdown of Jackal, provides
the application with access to internal methods, houses some common data structures, and
plays a supervisory role to the communications infrastructure.
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Figure 6.2: Jackal Architecture and Message Flow

6.23 Transport Interface
Jackal runs a Transport Module for each protocol it uses for communication. Jackal 3.0
comes with a module for TCP/IP, and users can create additional modules for other proto
cols. A Transport Module is responsible for receiving messages at some known address,
and transmitting messages out via a given protocol.

6.2.4 Message Handler
Messages received by the Switchboard must be directed to the appropriate place in the
Conversation Space; this is the role of the Message Handler. Messages are associated with
current (logical) threads based on their ID (the value of the ‘reply-with’ field). This directs
their assignment to ongoing conversations when possible. If no such assignment can be
made, a new conversation appropriate to the message is started.
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6.2.5 Conversations
Based largely on the work of Labrou and Finin [Lab96b, LF97c] regarding a semantics for
KQML, we have created protocols, which describe the correct interactions for various per
formatives and subsequent messages. The protocol for a s k - o n e , for example, specifies
among other things that the reply must be a t e l l , u n t e l l , d en y , s o r r y or e r r o r .
These protocols are ‘run’ as independent threads for all current conversations. This allows
for easy context management, while providing constraints on language use and a frame
work for low level conversation management. This is in contrast with earlier approaches
(e.g., Tcl/Tk Adapter for KQML (TKQML) [CSL+97]) which require the agent to maintain
context on their own.
The Conversation Space is a virtual entity, consisting of the collection of conversations
started by the Message Handler. These conversations run individual protocol interpreters.

(tell)
(untell)

START,

(ask-one)
■W Asked

(deny)
■W STOP
(error)
(sorry)

Figure 6.3: DFA for KQML Ask-one conversation
As of Jackal 3.0.4, conversation templates (or specifications) are completely indepen
dent from the Java library. Rather, they are specified by URLs, and loaded at runtime from
some remote source. Figure 6.4 shows the conversation template for a standard KQML
conversation available from the Jackal host. This template corresponds to the finite state
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// Conversation Template
// Convention: Initial and accepting states all caps,
//
other states initial caps,
//
arc-labels lower case.
(conversation
(name kqml-ask-one)
(author "R. Scott Cost")
(date "3/4/98")
(start-state START)
(accepting-states TOLD)
(transitions
(arc (label ask-one) (from START) (to Asked)
(match "(ask-one)"))
(from Asked) (to TOLD)
(arc (label tell)
(match "(tell)"))
(from Asked) (to TOLD)
(arc (label deny)
(match "(deny)"))
(from Asked) (to TOLD)
(arc (label untell)
(match "(untell) •) )
(from Asked) (to TOLD)
(arc (label sorry)
(match "(sorry)"))
(label
error)
(from Asked) (to TOLD)
(arc
(match "(error)"))))
Figure 6.4: Conversation Template for KQML Ask-one
machine depicted in Figure 6.3.
The conversation management component offers a number of significant benefits to the
agent:
• Running conversations in individual threads provides maximum flexibility.
• Conversations, in conjunction with the Distributor, route messages automatically to
the threads which need them.
• Each conversation maintains a local store, which can be accessed by the agent via a
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message ED, and which serves as the conversation’s context.
• Since conversations are declaratively specified, they can be loaded (remotely or lo
cally) on demand. Our current agents download at initialization only the conversa
tions they will need.
• The conversation mechanisms and the specification are almost completely indepen
dent of the content or message language used, and so could be easily be tuned work
in a ‘multi-lingual’ environment.
• Actions can be associated with conversation structures, enhancing their utility. While
our system supports this, the preliminary specification language does not. Extending
it to include actions will require first the development of an ontology enumerating
actions implemented by conversation interpreters.

6.2.6 Distributor
The Distributor is a Linda-like [CG89] blackboard, which serves to match messages with
requests for messages. This is the sole interface between the agent and the message traffic.
Its concise API allows for comprehensive specification of message requests. Requesters
are returned message queues, and receive all return traffic through these queues. Requests
for messages are based on some combination of message, conversation or thread ID, and
syntactic form. They also permit actions, such as removing an acquired message from the
blackboard or marking it as read only. A priority setting determines the order or specificity
of matching. Finally, requests can be set to persist indefinitely, or terminate after a certain
number of matches.
It is through this interface that Jackal supports agent extensibility. Modules can be
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Parameter
message:
Message
template:
String
msgJD:
String
priority:
int
delete:
Boolean
write:
Boolean
lifetime:
int
in:
Boolean
out:
Boolean

1 Description
If message is given, it will be sent first, the messageJ d
collected and used to match a specified reply or thread.
(incomplete message in string form. This may be used in
conjunction with or in lieu of an actual message.
Id of some message - Use this in lieu of the message field.
Requests are examined in order of priority; this controls
the specificity of the match.
Delete a message which matches this (after processing);
otherwise, it will remain for others to match.
Capture write privileges on any matched message; no other
requests matching it subsequently may respond to it, but
they may read it.
Number of matches before request is removed. Zero will
cause the request to remain indefinitely.
Match incoming messages.
Match outgoing messages.

Table 6.1: Distributor Parameters: These parameters describe the type of message that
should be returned to the requester, if available, and also define any actions that should be
taken.
dynamically loaded as services, and accessed through the communication infrastructure as
well as their standard API.

6.2.7 Services
A service here is any thread; this could be a Jackal service, or threads within the agent itself.
The only thing that distinguishes among threads is the request priority they use. System, or
Jackal, threads choose from a set of higher priorities than agent threads, but each chooses
a level within its own pool. Jackal reserves the highest and lowest priorities for services
directing messages out of the agent and for those cleaning the blackboard, respectively.
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6.2.8 Message Routing
The Switchboard acts as an interface between the Transport Modules and the rest of Jackal.
It must facilitate the intake of new messages, which it gathers from the Transport Modules,
and cany out send requests from the application. The latter is a fairly complicated pro
cedure, since it has multiple protocols at its disposal. The Switchboard must formulate a
plan for the delivery of a message, with the aid of the Address Cache, and pursue it for an
unspecified period of time, without creating a bottleneck to message traffic. In addition, it
is equipped to handle the delivery of messages with multiple recipients or ‘cc’ fields.
Note that the Switchboard is essentially a service in the context of the Jackal archi
tecture. It receives message traffic from the Distributor, and differentiates itself only in
that it has access to the internal API for handling incoming messages (from the Transport
Interface).

6.2.9 Naming and Addressing/Address Cache
In any MAS, the problem of agent naming arises: how do agents refer to each other in a
simple, flexible, and extensible way? If the system in question employs a standard commu
nication language such as KQML, another requirement is that agents must be able to refer
to KQML-speaking agents in the outside world. Concurrently with Jackal, we developed
KNS (See Section 5), in order to support collaborating, mobile KQML-speaking agents us
ing a variety of transport protocols. Jackal implements a portion of the KNS specification
Jackal supports KNS transparently through an intelligent address cache.
The Address Cache holds agent addresses in order to defray lookup costs. It is a multi
layered cache supporting various levels of locking, allowing it to provide high availability.
Unsuccessful address queries trigger underlying KNS lookup mechanisms, while blocking
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access to only one individual listing.

6.2.10 Message Path
Having described the various components of Jackal, we will trace the path of a received
message and the corresponding reply, using the numbered arcs in Figure 6.2 for reference.
The message is first received by a connection thread within a Transport Module [1],
perhaps TCP/IP, and is processed and transferred directly to the input queue of either a
waiting or new conversation [2]. A unique thread manages each conversation. Methods
for the initial processing of the message reside in the Message Handler, but are called by
the responsible transport thread. The target conversation, awakened, takes the message
from its input queue [3] and tries to advance its state machine accordingly. If accepted, the
message is entered into the Distributor [4], an internal blackboard for message distribution.
The Distributor examines the message [5] in turn, and tries to match it with any pending
requests (placed by Jackal or agent code), in order of a specified priority. Ideally, a match is
found, and the message is placed in the queue belonging to the requester [6]. The message
may in fact be passed to several requesting threads. This is the point at which the agent
gains access to the message flow; through services attending to the blackboard.
Once the requesting service thread picks the message out of its queue [7], it presum
ably performs some action, and may send a reply or new message; we assume it does.
The service has two options at this point. If it does not expect a reply to the message it
is sending, the message may be sent via Intercom’s sencLmessage method [8]. Otherwise,
it should be sent indirectly through the Distributor. This is equivalent to sending alone
and then requesting the reply, but allows the request to be posted first, eliminating possible
nondeterminism. Either way, the message is eventually processed through sencLmessage,
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Interfaces
Language
A J3 Language has certain conversion methods and is serializable
MHInterface
For use by Transport Modules; access to input stream
TransportProtocol Defines the interface for Transport Modules
Gasses
FIFO
Message buffer.
FQAN
KNS Fully Qualified Agent Name
Intercom
Jackal interface
Jif
KIF-like content language
Message
Jackal message class
Version
Package build information
Exceptions
FQAN exception
FQANX
Jif exception
JifX
MessageX
Message exception
Table 6.2: Jackal API
which directs it into the conversation space. The message then traces the same path as the
previous incoming message [9,10] to the distributor. Note that every message, incoming or
outgoing, passes through the conversation space and the Distributor. The message is cap
tured by the Switchboard’s outbound message request [11], which has a special, reserved
priority. The Switchboard removes new messages from its queue and assigns them each
individual send threads [12]; this results in some overhead, but allows sends to proceed
concurrently, avoiding bottlenecks due to wide variation in delivery times. The send thread
uses the send method of the appropriate transport module to transmit the message.

6.3 API and Operation
Jackal’s functionality is accessed primarily through the Intercom class, but there are a few
additional classes present in the API. These are summarized in Table 6.3.
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The interfaces provided allow limited interaction with the internal workings of Jackal.
All object placed in the content field of a Message should be a Language; this assures
that they are both automatically and manually serializable for transport. TransportProtocol
provides developers with an interface for developing custom transport modules. These
modules interact with Jackal via the MHInterface (Message Handler Interface).
FIFO buffers are the glue which bind the various internal components of Jackal. Built
from custom synchronization methods, they provide true FIFO buffering, along with var
ious mechanisms of bi-directional control for two connected processes. FQAN, Jif and
Message provide the building blocks for communication. Although any content language
may be employed by the Jackal user, Jackal itself uses Jif for low level communication,
and so it is bundled with the package. Jif is an s-expiession-based language with variables
and mechanisms for resolution.
The central element in the API is Intercom, the primary access or control class of Jackal.
Intercom presents a number of methods for message transmission, message receipt, and
control.

6.4 Putting it all Together
Figure 6.6 showcases the Jackal framework, a fast, flexible communications infrastructure.
Jackal's conversation space will eventually accommodate a collection of potentially het
erogeneous Conversation Policy (CP) interpreters. Basic services (such as name serving)
will be loadable modules. The agents behavior will be loaded in the form of conversations
onto the behavior stack; first language and basic services, then higher level behavior.
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Main
Agent
Thread

Service Thread

Distributor

Intercom
Jackal

Transport Interface

Figure 6.5: Jackal Agent Architecture

6.4.1 Jackal Abroad
Jackal was designed to work with multiple languages simultaneously. Messages are han
dled internally as abstract objects. Insofar as a message can be either transformed into or
wrapped by a common message object (at the transport interface), the message path can
process a heterogeneous stream of ACL messages. Only the CPs applicable to a particu
lar ACL would be sensitive to differences in type. The conversation space runs individual
interpreters for each conversation, so protocols for different languages can coexist. De
pending on how messages of different language type are identified, they can be routed to
the appropriate (or language independent) CPs. Extending the interpreter mechanism to
use an interface would allow the concurrent use of multiple types of interpreters as well.
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Figure 6.6: Java Application for Communicating with the KQML Agent Language: Agents
are supported by the (optional) presence of name servers (A), brokers(B) and control agents
(C).

6.4.2 Jackal Agent Architecture
Jackal as it was originally designed was intended to be a communication tool, like a hand
set, for a single agent A blackboard-style interface was included to allow maximum flexi
bility, with a clean boundary between Jackal and the agent’s code.
Some thread within the agent must create an instance of Jackal (Intercom), and should
control its operation. By passing around a reference to Intercom, other components may
use the messaging facilities. Other interacting agent components, then, are best modeled
as sub-threads, using the Distributor as an interface. This arrangement is depicted in Fig
ure 6.5. These threads typically have responsibilities such as waiting to process new query
requests, waiting to handle errors, and so on.
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6.4.3 Multi-Agent Jackal-based Systems
Jackal agents can function autonomously; they do not require a special environments, or
services provided by some external agent. However, certain conventions exist which facil
itate their collaboration as groups of agents. These dictate the provision of agent location
by name and by service required, and the extension of the environment.
Most agent systems provide some means of resolving an agent name to a physical or
logical network address. Often, this means that a designated agent will play the role of
an ANS. In Jackal, name service capabilities are provided in a standard Jackal module, in
order to facilitate arbitrary group formation among agents. While it is always necessary
to designate one or more name servers in a multi-agent environment, this means that any
Jackal agent can pick up that responsibility, in addition to its other tasks.
It is important that agents in a MAS are able to locate the resources that they need.
In a more static environment, this can be handled by services like CORBA, which locate
required services by name. More general brokers can identify potential service providers
based on a description of the service required. The latter are often employed in MASs, and
provide a much more flexible solution to the problem.
Figure 6.6 shows a typical arrangement of agents in a Jackal-based MAS.

6.4.4 Multi-Agent Sub-Jackal Systems
Thread to thread communication is not limited to threads within different agents. A planned
extension to Jackal is internal registration, which will allow individual threads within an
agent to register with that agent, and use their corresponding names to communicate as first
class entities. 2 Figure 6.7 depicts a log thread communicating informing a user-interface
2In fact, this is possible in the current implementation. However, there are currently no mechanisms to
arbitrate control over one Jackal instance. The proposed mechanism will allow an agent using Jackal to
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Figure 6.7: Intra-agent communication in Jackal. Internal agent threads can act as simple
components or individual agents, using the distributor as a plug-and-play bus.
component that the log file is full. This feature has two powerful potential uses:
1. For lightweight, populous, centrally located systems (e.g. a set of text filtering agents
swarming over a pile of local documents), this allows an arbitrary number of agents
to share the same Jackal instance.3
2. Agent may be created in a completely plug-and-play fashion. Mirroring the MAS
architecture, one internal thread could be assigned the role of broker, and could direct
new modules, as added, to the resources that they need.
These two paradigms can be used together. Since Jackal can support multiple con
current languages, internal communication among some threads might use KQML, while
others could use an abbreviated systems language.
internally distribute a restricted (Intercom) reference, which allows access to the messaging methods, but not
the control methods.
3The conditions are not exactly the same as for agents with private Jackal instances. Control over Jackal
in the sub agent case is limited, because many agents are sharing it Also, Jackal will at some point become
a communication bottleneck.
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The notion of a core message bus in Jackal is reminiscent of message-based distributed
systems, in which the local computation units coordinate/communicate through some stan
dard message protocol. Many of the most current ideas in message passing systems have
been incorporated into the Message Passing Interface (MPI) Standard [DOSW, For95]
Jackal can use this approach to form scalable systems of heterogeneous components. An
example of a more sophisticated approach is the Software Bus, utilized by the Problem
Solving Environment (PSE) of Weerawarana et al. [WJHC95] (also [DWJ95]). This Soft
ware Bus is more active, incorporating resource brokering (in the form of a bus master),
distributed object management and object interface/language translation. Such a scheme
could be implemented with Jackal by adding translation filters, and by placing a resource
broker right at the Distributer, as in the second paradigm (above). Local units link together
via various transport protocols to form a distributed object bus. Also related are systems
which base a distributed computing framework atop a shared tuple space in order to achieve
distributed communication and coordination [HV98, Tol98].

6.5 Summary
Jackal is a Java package that allows applications written in Java to communicate via the
KQML [FLM97] agent communication language It is a flexible, extensible ‘tool’, not
a shell, which supports the use of conversation policies, and which offers a flexible,
blackboard-based interface to the agent. The plug-and-play protocol handlers and inte
grated support for KNS enhance its ability to interface with communities of agents, but its
real value is in the support it offers for using conversation policies to direct the commu
nicative actions of agents.
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Chapter 7
Application Domains
Jackal has been developed as part of a larger effort to develop an agent infrastructure for
manufacturing information flow. It has been used to facilitate communication among di
verse agents responsible for collecting, processing and distributing information on a man
ufacturing shop floor. The next section describes this project in some detail.

7.1 C1IMPLEX: Enterprise Integration
The production management system used by most of today’s manufacturers consists of a
set of separate application software, each for a different part of the Planning, Scheduling
and Execution (P/E) processes [VBW92]. For example, Capacity Analysis (CA) software
determines a Master Production Schedule that sets long-term production targets. Enter
prise Resource Planning (ERP) software generates material and resource plans. Schedul
ing software determines the sequence in which shop floor resources (people, machines,
material, etc.) are used in producing different products. The Manufacturing Execution
System (MES) tracks real-time status of work in progress, enforces routing integrity, and
82
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reports labor/material claims. Most of these P/E applications are legacy systems developed
over years. Although each of these software systems performs well for its designated tasks,
they are not equipped to handle complex business scenarios [Ber96, JFN+96, TWG93].
Typically, such scenarios involve coordination of several P/E applications to respond to
external environment changes (price fluctuations, changes of requests from customers and
suppliers, etc.) and internal execution dynamics within an enterprise (resource changes,
mismatches between plan and execution, etc.). Timely solutions to these scenarios are cru
cial to agile manufacturing, especially in the era of globalization, automation, and telecom
munication [DB92]. Unfortunately, these scenarios are primarily handled by human man
agers, and the responses are often slow and less than optimal.
The CIIMPLEX, consisting of several private companies and universities, was formed
in 1995 with matching funds from the National Institute of Standards and Technology of
the U. S. federal government. The primary goal of the consortium is to develop technolo
gies for intelligent enterprise-wide integration of planning and execution for manufactur
ing [CTW+96]. Our vision of a successful integrated P/E system for manufacturing would
has the following features.
1. Interoperability. Heterogeneous P/E applications from different vendors are able to
operate together as integrated parts of the system.
2. Integration. Software tools and infrastructures to support integration tasks not cov
ered by existing P/E applications are provided. In particular, the integrated solution
should support runtime dynamic coordination in dealing with unexpected events.
3. Distributed. Resources such as software and data are allowed to be physically or
logically distributed.
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4. Openness. The user shall be able to select and change different applications and tools
easily and with little additional integration cost.
One approach to an integrated P/E system might be to rewrite all application software
into a monolithic integrated planning-execution system capable of handling all foreseeable
scenarios. This approach is judged to be infeasible because of high development and main
tenance cost, and the closed-ness and inflexibility of such monolithic systems [Ham96].
Conventional object-oriented distributed systems also seem inadequate because they work
at the level of objects, and thus lack the support for abstraction at higher levels [JW98].
Instead, CUMPLEX has adopted as one of its key technologies the approach of in
telligent software agents, and is developing a MAS for enterprise integration. In sharp
contrast to traditional software programs, software agents are programs that help people
solve problems by collaborating with other software agents and other resources in the net
work [BDBW98, Com96, JW98, Nwa96, PBC97]. For instance, individual agents can
be designed to perform data collection and analysis of plans and schedules and to keep
constant vigil against mismatches among these plans and schedules at different levels of
abstraction and time horizons. Other agents can be designed to resolve the conflicts either
by themselves or in coordination with human managers and analysts. Personal assistant
agents can be designed to assist human managers/analysts. Still other agents can be cre
ated to provide legacy systems with better communication and coordination capabilities so
that they can more effectively cooperate with each other and with other agents. Moreover,
MAS, as a society of autonomous agents, is inherently open and distributed, and inter-agent
communication capability provides the essential means for agent collaboration.
The environment of the CUMPLEX Consortium is different from academic-oriented
research laboratories. Most of the companies in the consortium are P/E application sys
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tem vendors and users. This situation gives us the opportunity to work with real-world
P/E systems (rather than imagined toy problems) and appreciate the complexity of realistic
business scenarios. On the other hand, the agent-based approach, as a relatively immature
technology which has not yet reached industrial strength, understandably receives only
guarded enthusiasm by some members in the consortium. They are more concerned with
integration of the P/E systems, using more mature technologies, to better handle normal or
expected business scenarios. Our immediate priority is thus not to design and develop a
complete agent system that integrates all aspects of manufacturing planing and execution,
but to develop one that is limited in scope but reliable and scalable, and clearly adds com
mercial value to the end user. In addition, the initial prototype agent systems must have
minimum interference with the normal work of existing P/E applications.
Based on these considerations, we have decided to concentrate on those P/E scenarios
which represent exceptions to the normal or expected business processes and whose res
olution involves several P/E applications. For example, consider the scenario involving a
delay of the shipment date on a purchased part from a supplier. This event may cause one
of the following possible actions: (a) the manufacturing plan is still feasible, no action is
required; (b) order substitute parts; (c) reschedule; or, (d) reallocate available material. To
detect this exception and determine which of these actions to take, different applications
(e.g., MES, ERP, CA, and Scheduler) and possibly human decision-makers must be in
volved. Examples of other similar scenarios include a favored customer’s request to move
ahead the delivery date for one of its orders, a machine breakdown being reported by MES,
or a crucial operation having its processing rate decreased from the normal rate, to mention
just a few.
Figure 7.1 illustrates at a conceptual level how an exception (e.g., a shipment of a pur
chased part is delayed) should be handled by an integrated system. The decision module
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Figure 7.1: A manufacturing integration example: handling exceptions
decides, with the instruction from a human or an analysis module, what constitutes an ex
ception. The monitoring module determines what data is to be monitored to detect such
exceptions and conducts actual monitoring of the data stream. When notified by the mon
itoring module of the occurrence of an exception, the decision module makes appropriate
decisions in consultation with other P/E applications and the analysis module. The decision
(e.g., a request to reschedule) will then be carried out by the designated P/E application(s).
Mote that what constitutes an exception and how to monitor it is a dynamic decision which
cannot be specified prior to the plan execution. For example, a factory may not normally
consider a delay of shipment of an ordered part exceptional unless the delay is greater than
five days. However, if a part is crucial for an order of a preferred customer or the inventory
of a part is below a threshold, then a delay of greater than three days may become an ex
ception. To make the situation more complicated, an action taken to address one exception
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may trigger another exception to occur (e.g., a reschedule to handle the delay of shipment
of one part may delay the delivery date of an important order for which the respective sales
representative needs to be notified).
To provide an integrated solution to the above outlined scenarios, simple as they are,
is by no means a trivial undertaking. First of all, a set of agents of specialized expertise
need to be developed to provide functions, such as those performed by the analysis module,
decision modules, and monitoring modules in Figure 7.1, which are not covered by any of
the existing P/E applications. As integration tasks, these functions fall in the ’’white space”
between these P/E applications. Secondly, a reliable and flexible inter-agent communica
tion infrastructure needs to be developed to allow agents to effectively share information,
knowledge, and services. Thirdly, some means to support interaction with P/E applications,
which will not be agentified at this stage, need to be provided. And finally, a mechanism for
the runtime collaboration of all these pieces also needs to be developed. In this chapter, we
describe our experience of developing an agent-based system for the CIIMPLEX project.

7.1.1 CIIMPLEX Agent Architecture
In this section, we describe the MAS architecture that supports inter-agent cooperation
in the CIIMPLEX project, emphasizing on the agent communication infrastructure. Fig
ure 7.2 below gives the architecture of CIIMPLEX enterprise integration with MAS as an
integrated part.
At the current stage of the project, the entire P/E integration architecture is composed
of two parts: the P/E application world and the agent world, and supported by two sepa
rate communication infrastructures. Although these legacy P/E applications have not being
agentified, they have been wrapped with APIs, which provide them with limited commu-
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Figure 7.2: CIIMPLEX Integration Architecture
nication capability [CLM+98]. Different transport mechanisms (e.g., MQ Series of IBM
and VisualFlow of Envisionit) are under experimentation as communication infrastructures
for the wrapped P/E applications. These mechanisms are persistent, but only support static,
predetermined communication patterns. In the agent world, besides the service agents ANS
and Broker Agent (BA), several other types of agents are useful for enterprise integration.
For example, data-mining/parameter-estimation agents are needed to collect, aggregate, in
terpolate and extrapolate the raw transaction data of the low level (shop floor) activities,
and then to make this aggregated information available for higher level analyses by other
agents. Event monitoring agents monitor, detect, and notify about abnormal events that
need to be attended. The CIIMPLEX Analysis Agents (CAA) evaluate disturbances to the
current planned schedule and recommend appropriate actions to address each disturbance.
The Scenario Coordination Agents (SCA) assist human decision making for specific busi
ness scenarios by providing the relevant context, including filtered information, actions,
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as well as workflow charts. All these agents uses the KQML as the agent communication
language, and use a subset of KEF that supports Horn clause deductive inference as the
content language. TCP/EP is chosen as the low-level transport mechanism for agent-toagent communication. The shared ontology is an agreement document established by the
P/E application vendors and users and other partners in the consortium. The agreement
adopts the format of the Business Object Document (BOD) defined by the Open Appli
cation Group (OAG). BOD is also used as the message format for communication among
P/E applications such as MES and ERP, and between agents and applications. A special
service agent, called the Gateway Agent (GA), is created to provide interface between the
agent world and the application world. GA’s functions, among other things, include making
connections between the transport mechanisms (e.g., between TCP/IP and MQ Series) and
converting messages between the two different formats (KQML/KIF and BOD). The agent
system architecture outlined above is supported by Jackal [CFL+98]. As indicated by the
name, Jackal is written in JAVA to support Agent Communication using the KQML Agent
communication Language. The decision to select JAVA as the implementation language
was based mainly on its inter-platform portability, its networking facilities, and its support
for multi-thread programming.
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Chapter 8
Colored Petri Nets
Having examined a number of approaches, we find the CPN to be an excellent formalism
for modeling conversations, for reasons discussed below. This chapter presents a detailed
introduction to CPNs, both the formal model and the notation, and shows how they can be
applied to the familiar task of specifying and implementing conversations.

8.1 Rational
Of the models considered, CPNs are the most attractive candidate for the following reasons:
1. CPNs are among the simplest; though less accessible than DFAs.
2. CPNs, like DFAs, have an intuitive graphical representation, which significantly aids
model development.
3. CPNs support the modeling of concurrency systems, something we feel will be es
sential in supporting more sophisticated agent interaction.

90
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4. Petri Nets in general are a very well understood and researched formalism with
proven value in many domains.
5. There exist a wealth of tools and techniques for designing, simulating and formally
analyzing CPNs. Many of them are freely available to the community. Of note is the
Design/CPN modeling and simulation tool, made available by Aarhus University,
Denmark, which we have used to develop and verify the models presented in the
work.
While many of these qualities apply to a number of the potential solutions examined,
CPNs show the most promise overall, offering both relative simplicity and significant rep
resentational power.
It is worth noting that these advantages are shared by a family of CPN-related for
malisms. Each of these formalisms, enumerated below, has a unique appeal in modeling
various systems [Tro99].
1. Traditional High Level Petri Nets - These include Predicate/Transition Nets [GL81]
and CPNs [Jen81J.
(a) CPNs - Defined using types, variables and expressions, from functional pro
gramming languages and lambda calculus.
(b) Predicate Transition Nets - Defined using the notation and concepts of manysorted algebras.
2. High-Level Petri Nets with Abstract Data Types - High-level algebraic Petri Nets,
where tokens and firing rules are given over an algebraic specification.
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3. Environment Relationship Nets - High-level Petri Nets where the tokens represent
environments.
4. Product Nets - A high-level Petri Net formalism defined for the Product Net Machine
tool.
5. Well-Formed Nets - Similar to CPNs Nets where the color functions are defined in a
different way.
6. Regular Nets - Adopt the same notation as Well-Formed Nets, allowing each basic
object class to appear only once in each Cartesian product of color domains.
This chapter discusses uses the term CPN to include Hierarchical Colored Petri Net
(HCPN)s. The HCPN is an extension of the CPN formalism which provides for the hierar
chical composition of multiple CPNs into larger, unified models. HCPNs have equivalent
representations as nonhierarchical CPNs (see [Jen92]), but can facilitate the development
of large, complex models.

8.2 Formal Definitions
We present here the formal definitions for CPNs and HCPNs.
Formally, CPNs are defined (see [Jen92]) as:
16 D e f in it io n (A n o n h ie r a r c h ic a l C P - n e t ) A tuple C P N = (£, P, T, A, N , C, G, E , I)

satisfying the requirements below:
L £ is a finite set o f nonempty types, called color sets.
2. P is a finite set o f places.
3. T is a finite set o f transitions.
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4. A is a finite set o f arcs sueri that:
• P nT = PnA = T n A - 0
5. N is a node Junction. It is definedfrom A into P x T

U

T x P.

6. C is a color Junction. It is definedfrom P into E.
7. G is a guard function. It is definedfrom T into expressions such that:
• Va G A : [Type(E(a)) = C{p(a))Ms A Type(Var(E{a))) C E] where p(a)
is the place o f N(a).
8. I is an initialization function. It is definedfrom P into closed expressions such that:
• ' i p e P : [Type(I{p)) = C{p)MS\A Hierarchical CPN is defined (see [Jen92]) as:
17 D e fin itio n ( H ie r a r c h ic a l C P-N et) A tuple H C P N = (5, SN, S A , P N, P T, P A , FS, FT, i
satisfying the requirements below:
1. S is a finite set o f pages such that:
• Each page s € S is a nonhierarchical CP-net:
(£ ,, Psi Ts, A s, N 3, Cs, Gs, Ea, I s).
• The sets o f net elements are pairwise disjoint:
(Val} s2 € S : [sx £ s7 -> (P„ U Tn U A Sl) n (P,,

U

T,,

U

A „) = 0].

2. S N C T is a set o f substitution nodes.
3. S A is a page assignmentJunction. It is definedfrom S N into S such that:
• No page is a subpage o f itself:
s0s i . . . sn G S * !ra € N + A so = sn A VA; 6 1 . . . n : sAr* 6 5A(SiVSfc_1) = 0.
4. P N C P is a set o f port nodes.
5. P T is a port type function. It is define from P N into in, out, i/o, general.
6. P A is a port assignment function. It is defined from S N into binary relations such
that:
• Socket nodes are related to port nodes:
Vt G S N : PA(t) C X (t) x P N SA(ty
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• Socket nodes are o f the correct type:
i t G SiW(pi,p2) € FA (J): [PT(p 2 ) ^ general -> ST(px, t)

=

PT(p 2 )].

• Related nodes have identical color sets and equivalent initialization expres
sions:
'it 6 SNi{pi,p2) € PA(t) :[C(pi = C(p2) A /(pi) < > = /(P2 ) <>]*
7. F 5 C P S is a finite set o/fuslon sets such that:
• Members o f a fusion set have identical color sets and equivalent initialization
expressions:
i f s € F S : Vpi,p2 6 f s : [C(px) = C fo ) A I(px) < > = /(p 2 ) <>].
& FT « a fusion typefunction. It is definedfrom fusion sets into global, page, instance
such that:
• Page and instance fusion sets belong to a single page:
i f s G F S : [FT(fs) global
3s E S : f s C Ps\.
9. P P G Sm s is a multi-set o f prime pages.
A much more complete description of CPNs and HCPNs can be found in [Jen92,
Jen94a, Jen97b]. It is important to note that the HCPN defines collections of nonhierarchi
cal CPNs only. HCPNs cannot themselves contain HCPNs as subnets. Later, we propose
a solution to this; a notadonal scheme, called Protolingua, for representing CPN-based
conversations in a hierarchical, language neutral way.

8.2.1 Related Work
CPNs are not new, and they have been used extensively for a broad range of applications
(see [Jen97b] for a survey of current uses). Since their target domain is distributed systems,
and the line between that domain and MASs is vague at best, there is much work on which
to build. We will review here a few of the more directly related research endeavors.
Holvoet and Verbaeten, at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, have published
perhaps more than any others on the subject of agents and PNs. In their 1995 paper, “Agents
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and Petri Nets” [Hol95], they introduced the idea of enhancing AOP by using high-level
nets to model agents. They developed this thought further [HV96] to modeling agents with
a variant they called ‘Generic Nets’, which could be extended to other sorts, including highlevel nets, but with a clear bias towards Predicate Transition Nets. In 1997, Holvoet and
Kieimann brought this work into focus, with the introduction of Petri Net Semantics for
Objective Linda (PNSOL) [HK97]. PNSOL was used to model agents which lived in and
communicated through the Objective Linda [Kie96] tuple space. This work was developed
further in [HV98, HK98]. Also worthy of note is their work in applying agents to the
modeling and execution of distributed systems via Petri Nets [HV97]
Merz and Lamersdorf, at the University of Hambuig, picked up the AOP banner and
extended their Common Open Services Market (COSM) infrastructure to a COSM-based
‘AOP engine architecture’ [ML96]. This was accomplished by replacing the FSM model
used in their Service Representation (SR) with CPNs, which they extended with split and
join transitions. COSM has played a central role in much of their work regarding electronic
markets.
Also at Hamburg, Moldt and Wienberg developed an approach called Agent Ori
ented Colored Petri Net (AOCPN)s [Wie96, MW97]. This system employed an objectoriented language, syntactically similar to C++, which maps onto CPN, extended by ‘test
arcs’ [CH92, LC93]. They show how this approach can be used to model societies of agents
as described by Shoham [Sho93]. Their model extends down to the level of individual agent
theorem provers, facilitating the logical specification of agent behavior. Actual verification
(of the base CPN description, without extensions) is performed in Design/CPN. Along with
Kumer [KMW98], the authors have also investigated the connection of Java processes with
the Design/CPN tool.
Yoo, Merlat and Briot, at the Laboratoire d’Informatique de Paris 6, describe a
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contract-net based system for electronic commerce that uses a modular design [YMB98].
Among the modular components are Block-like Representation for Interacting Compo
nents (BRIC) [Fer96]), which are derived from CPNs. Other components are primitive
(Java) components, connecting components, and compound components, which are col
lections of the other three. There is little discussion of the BRICs in this paper, however,
except that they play a role in validation, using CPN-AMI [Lab96a].
Fallah-Seghrouchni (LIPN - University Paris Nord) and Mazouzi (LAMSADE - Uni
versity Paris Dauphine) have demonstrated the use of CPNs in specifying conversation
policies in some detail, using FIPA ACL as a framework [FSM98, FSHM99, FSM99]. This
work treats both conversation specification with respect to the message components, and
(briefly) the use of HCPN for constructing hierarchical structures. This work evolved from
earlier LIPN/LAMSADE collaborations involving MAS and Recursive Petri Net (RPN)s
(e.g. [BFSH+98]
Also of note, Billington et al. [BFD98], Purvis and Cranefield [PC96], and Lin et al.
(above) [LNSK99].

8.3 A Case Study
In this section, we elaborate on the formal definitions (above) by illustrating the appli
cation of CPNs to a KQML conversation, examining the various issues that arise. For the
purposes of demonstration, we will assume a KQML message of a slightly simplified form,
a six element tuple consisting of a performative name, sender, receiver, reply-with and inreply-to tags (message identifiers), and content Performative, sender and receiver are of
enumerated types, identifiers are integers. Message content is of an enumerated type, for
simplicity. Parameters are denoted p, s, r, i, j , and c respectively. It should be clear that
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this can be extended to incorporate other message parameters, such as language and ontol
ogy, and other parameter types. We have included only those parameters that play a direct
role in determining conversation structure, which should be maximally independent of the
form of the message content.
KQML Ask-one is a fairly straightforward, query-response conversation in which on
agent requests that another agent supply an ‘answer’ to a query posed in the content portion
of a message. There are only two messages, and no issues of synchronization. Formally, the
Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) representation of this conversation [Lab96b] is shown in
Figure 8.1.
S -+

s(CC,P,S,RJRJRwJO,C),
{member(P,[advertise,broker-one,broker-all,forward,
broadcast,recommend-one,recommend-all,
recruit-one^ecruit-alljegister,
unregister,transport-address])}
s(CC,ask-one,S,R,IR,Rw,IO,C) -+ [[ask-one,S,R,OR,Rw,IO,C]] |
[[ask-one,S,R,OR,Rw,IO,C]], {01 is abs(l-IO)},
r(CC,ask-one, S,R,_4*w,01,_)
r(CC,ask-one,SJlJRJRwJO,_) —> r(CC,ask,S,R,IR,Rw,IO,_)
r(CC,askJLS,_JR,IO,C) ->• [[teIl,S^JRJRwJO,J] |
[[unteU,SJ!JRJlwJO,_]] |
[[deny,SJURrRwJO,J] |
problem(CCJl,SJR,_JO)
problem(CCJl,S JRJlwJO) —► [[error,S^JR^w JO, Q]] |
[[sorry,SJURJtwJO,Q]]
Table 8.1: DCG representation of a KQML Ask-one conversation [Lab96b]. Functions and
constants are lower-case initial, variables are upper-case initial. The variables S, R, IR, Rw,
and C correspond to sender, receiver, in-reply-to, reply-with and content, respectively.
Informally, definition states that a KQML a s k - o n e query may be answered with the
performative t e l l , u n t e l l , d en y , e r r o r , or s o r r y , and constrains the use of the
name and identifier fields intuitively. This conversation,depicted as a DFA, is shown in
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Figure 8.1. Note that an alternative DFA representation might explicitly give a distinct
terminal state for each reply type; the form is in part dictated by the actual use of the
model.
(tellAsJcj.c’)

.Stop]

Start
Respond

Figure 8.1: DFA representation of a KQML Ask-one conversation
In creating a CPN representation of any conversation, we must bear in mind that, unlike
with DFAs, states of individual entities need not map directly onto nodes in the net; the state
of the conversation is represented in the combined states of all elements of the net.
Consider the CPN representation of Ask-one in Figure 8.2. Before discussing the model
itself, we must briefly explain the CPN notation. CPNs are generally given in graphic form,
because their many-tuple representation (see Figure 8.3 for the many-tuple representation
of this net) is considerably less intuitive. Jensen [Jen92] refers to the diagrammatic rep
resentation as a CPN diagram, and used the term CP-net to refer to the many-tuple rep
resentation. Places are denoted by ellipses and transitions by rectangles. The graphical
components (places, transitions and arcs) correspond to the structural description men
tioned above. The declarations are contained in a declaration node, and provide definitions
for the colors, variables and functions used in the net inscriptions. The remaining text in
the figure constitutes the net inscription. Places are inscribed with a name, color (in italics)
and an initial marking (adjacent). Transitions are inscribed with a name and guard expres-
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[p=tell] Response 1

1' (ask-one,A4M ,0,C)+

r(teI!AAAl,C)

[p=untelipesP°
Content

i*

r(p,s>r,ij,c)
(p.s/,ij,c)

[p=ask-oneJ

*5

Respo
Content

UW.IJ
cry

l'(p,s,r,ij,c)

\ —/

rv
.
Content

1 (p ,s^ij,c)

[p=error] Error 1

nator
[p=sorry] Error2
V l'(p ,s,r,ij,c)

Name
ndent

^

►

Name
color MES = product Performative * Name * Name * ID *ID * Content;
color ID = int;
color Name - with A | B;
color Content = with C;
color Performative with ask-one | tell | untell | deny | error [ sorry
var p : Performative;
var s, r : Name;
v a r ij :ID ;
var c : Content;

Figure 8.2: CPN representation of a KQML Ask-one conversation
sions (in square brackets), which serve to constrain local variables. Arcs are inscribed with
expressions which denote the addition or subtraction of color-sets from their correspond
ing place. A transition may fire when a binding can be found for all of the variables in its
guard expressions and adjacent arc expressions, at which time elements are added and/or
subtracted to/from adjacent place multisets as appropriate.
Consider Figure 8.2. This CPN has eleven places and seven transitions. The place
Input serves as a source for all messages in the conversation. Since this is a model of the
message stream only, we assume that all messages are present in Input initially. Transition
T1 represents the acceptance of the initial message; note that the arc expression for its input
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from Input specifies that the performative of the initial message must be a s k -o n e . T1
then distributes components of the message to ID, Query, Initiator and Respondent. T2,
the acceptor for the second message, verifies by its connections with the aforementioned
places that the second message has the correct names and identifiers associated with it. It
then passes the message to a second holding place, P I. From P I, the final transitions in
the CPN will extract the content of the message to a place corresponding to the resulting
performative. We can say that the conversation has terminated successfully when there
is some element in Responsel, Response2, Response3, E rro rl or Error2. T1 and T2
impose the added constraints that a message may not be sent from an agent to itself; this
is not part of the Ask-one specification, but has been added to illustrate the use of guard
expressions in CPN transitions.
Note that, as with most formalisms, there are many different ways to represent the same
interaction. The DFA representation associates an arc with each event, which here is the
occurrence of a message. A single place is given for each corresponding agent state. In
the CPN representation, transitions represent more than message events, but also arbitrary
relationships among messages and other variables in the model. Also, the state of an agent
or agents is not linked directly to any one ‘place’, but is represented in the overall state of
the net. The form in Figure 8.2 was designed to minimize the number of arcs, and thus
maximize visual clarity. For this reason, the processing of the second message was split

into two separate steps; T2 and T3x. We could have unified the last array of transitions T3x
into a single transition, and given it arcs to the final places, each conditioned on message
performative. Rather, we chose to create a separate transition for each performative, facil
itating the addition of response-specific actions on the part of the conversation-initiating
agent Because we chose to split on performative before the transition, we divided the
processing of the second message into two stages to avoid the complexity of connecting
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all of the generic constraints (e.g. id, sender, and receiver) to each of the final transitions.
Jensen [Jen92] presents useful instructions on the construction of effective and visually
accessible CPNs.
The use of a bi-directional arc is a notational shortcut, and should be interpreted as
two opposing but identical arcs, the net effect of which is to enable a transition with a
certain prescribed binding, but which removes no tokens from the corresponding place.
This is how constants are effected in CPNs. Also, arc expressions indicate how many of a
given element are to be added to/subtracted from a given multiset (e.g. l ‘(p,s,r,i j,c)). This
is technically equivalent to having multiple identical arcs each adding/removing a single
element to/from the same multiset.
The framework we have described in Figure 8.2 specifies the correct message form
and sequence, but does not model the behavior of the agents generating the messages.
Messages are assumed to be predefined and present in a message database. Under the DFA
model, we assumed that messages were presented to the appropriate set of arcs as they were
encountered; only arcs emanating from a node denoting the agent’s current state are valid
options. While this satisfies some of our goals in modeling, the verification and constraint
of the message stream, we would also like to use the conversation representations to model
and implement agent behavior as well. Consider the following modifications (Figure 8.4)
to the diagram in Figure 8.2.
Note that the ‘second stage’ of the model is no longer fed by the initial place, but rather
by a message generated in the first phase. The action generating the message is associated
with the second agent in the conversation. Likewise, functions for processing the response,
associated with the initiating agent, can be added to the final stage, most likely on arcs
emanating from the T3x array of transitions.
The introduction of generative components (above) raises certain issues with respect
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to usage, which we will only briefly mention here. Complications arise because we are
modeling a conversation among several distributed entities, as if we had a clear, ‘omni
scient’ view of the transactions. This is fine for conversation analysis. We would like to
allow individual agents to use such models in the field, however, to guide them in their
conversational practices. These agents have only a local view of message transactions, and
the model described above must ‘behave’ differently depending on the local agent identity.
In other words, the initiating agent of a two party conversation can only ‘see’ and act on
messages which it sends or receives, and must infer that other agents in the conversation
are executing actions appropriate to their behavior. Thus, synchronization to some de
gree must be achieved among the various individual instances of the common conversation
model, preferably without the addition of messaging overhead.
We do not propose to solve these problems here, but it is important to bear them in
mind if the models we create will be amenable to possible solutions. Otherwise, we risk
admitting a significant gap between conversation models for analysis and those used in
practice, complicating the job of the designer.

8.4 Hierarchical Models
Using the HCPN formalism, we can construct models from component subnets, facilitat
ing the development of more complex models. To illustrate this, we present a two-query
KQML conversation specified as an HCPN in Figure 8.5. This conversation makes use of
the Ask-one conversation developed in Figure 8.2, and describes a simple conversation in
which two consecutive a s k - o n e queries take place. We will introduce the notation, and
then describe the action in more detail.
Individual CPNs in an HCPN model reside on individual pages. The page depicted in
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Figure 8.5 is labeled page Ask#l. Ask#l is a prime page, meaning that is not a subpage
for any page in this model. A model may have multiple prime pages. For the purposes of
this example, we will assume that the net in Figure 8 2 is on a page labeled page AskOne#2.
This CPN has two transitions marked ECS (boxed); this indicates that the transition actu
ally maps to a subnet (it is a supernode), and the inscription beside it (in a dashed box)
indicates that the subnet is defined on page AskOne#2. The inscription also specifies how
all places adjacent to each transition (socket nodes) should map onto places in the corre
sponding subnet (port nodes). The result is as if we had overlaid an instance of the net on
the subpage, superimposing the transition and the adjacent places. On the corresponding
subpage (refer to Figure 8.2), an ‘In’ inscription by the Input place would indicate its role
as a port node with input only from the superpage. Correspondingly, the place Responsel
would be marked ‘Out’.
Ask#l, like the model in Figure 8.2, is a model of the message stream. The initial
marking in Figure 8.2 is redundant. In this model, the results of the first Ask-one conver
sation instance will be deposited in the place Responsel if the response was a t e l l ; this
toy model ignores all other responses. In that case, transition T2 will be enabled, and the
second stage messages in place Prep will be transferred into the initial place of the second
a s k - o n e query, which will then proceed as did the first, leaving a final result in place
Response2.
Important but not illustrated in Figure 8.5 is the notion of a fusion set. Fusion sets
are collections of nodes which behave as if they were one unit. They can be thought of as
replicated nodes. Fusion sets can vary in scope and type, encompassing only nodes within
a specific instance, or selected nodes from throughout a large model.
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8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the methods and notation needed for constructing CPN
models of conversations. As mentioned, HCPNs are an extension which allow us to unify
several CPNs into a larger model; we well discuss these in more detail as we demonstrate
CPN integration into the supply chain integration scenario below.
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1. S s { M B S , P e r f o r m a t i v e , Alam*. I d e n t i f i e r , C o n te n t}
2. P s { I n p u t, I D , Q u e r y , i n i t i a t o r . R e s p o n d e n t, P I , R e s p o n s e l, R e s p o n s e 2, R e sp o n se 3 , 3 r r o r l , B r r o r 2 }
3. T = { T l, 7*2, T 3 o , T 36, T Z c ,T 3 d ,T Z e )
4. A « { S n p u tto T l, /n p u tto 7 * 2 , T l t o I D , T U o Q u e r y , T l t o / n i t i a t o r , T U o R e s p o n d e n t, T 2 t o P \ , P \ to T 3 a ,
P lto T 3 6 , P lto T Z c , P U o T Z d , P lto T Z e , T 3 a to R e s p o n s e l, T 3 b to R e sp o n s e 2 , T Z e to R e sp o n s e Z , T 3 d to E r r o r l,
T Z e to B r r o r 2 )
5- N ( a ) = ( S O C 3 C 3 , 0 3 S T )ifa iJ im h c fo fm S o ttrc e to .£ )e * t.
6.

i f p € { / n p u t.P t} ,
t f p € { / n s tio to r , A e ip o n ite n ^ ,
i / p € { /D > .
otherwise

C (p) =

M 3S
N am e
/O
C o n te n t

C ( t) =

i s ask - one
p = te ll
p s u n te lf
p s deny
p = e rro r
p s so rry
tr-ue

B (o ) =

t
s
r
e
j
( p * s ,r ,i ,j,e )

i / t s T 1,
/ 1 s T 3a,
/ 1 = T36,
/t= T 3 c ,
/ t = T 3d,
ift= T 3 e ,
otherwise

if
if
if
if

ft
a
a
a

— T X to l D .
€ { T t t o /n s tio to r , I n it ia to r to T 2 } ,
€ { T lt o R e s p o n d e n t, R e s p o n d e n tto T 2 } ,
€ { T lio Q u e r y , 7 * 3 a to A ejp o n ee l, T 3 6 to A e jp o n se 2 , T 3 c to /? e jp o n s e 3 , T Z d to E r r o r
T Z e to E r r o r l} ,
ifa s z ID to T 2 ,
otherwise

...
■ / ( a s t — o n e . A , 3 , 0 , 1 , C ), V { te ll, B , A , 1 ,2, C )
t(p ) = <

* / p = I n p u t,
o tk e rw i«

Figure 8.3: CP-net many-tuple representation of a KQML Ask-one conversation
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[p=tell] Responsel

l'(ask-one^B4,0,Q

[p=sUntell]Respons«"^
fftp.s.r.tj

j^ y jR o p o m a -^

[p=ask-one]|

r(p,s^ij,c)

i^ V ^ Q n e ry
rVtn/M

i (p.sxy.c)

o

[p=error] Error 1

[p=sorry] Err°r2

Name

V Ltej

| , Co^wQ

indent
Name

Figure 8.4: CPN representation of a KQML Ask-One conversation with agent-specific
generative components

l'(ask-onevAA3»2,C)+

Ask#l

l'(te03>A3>4,Q
l'(ask-<merA4M»0,Q+
l(te llA A ^ 4 ,C )

'(pArUj,c)

Responsel
Content

r(p,s*ij.c)

Response2
Content

(p,s,r,xj,c)

(PAiyj
AskOne#2
Inl->Input
Resl->Responsl

AskOne#2
Inl->Input
Resl->Responsl

Figure 8.5: HCPN prime page for a multi-query KQML conversation
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Chapter 9
Practica
CPNs can be used to specify interaction through many layers of abstraction. In this chapter,
we present CPN representations of a number of interaction protocols which exhibit hierar
chical relationships. In many scenarios, ACLs (e.g. KQML, FIPA ACL) form the base of
all interaction. In this chapter, we show CPN models of some basic protocols from each
ACL. Then, we implement an application level scenario, using the lower level (KQML)
interactions that we have defined. The main purpose of this model is to demonstrate the
utility of the CPN conversation specifications; that they can be executed, composed, and
embedded in larger working models.
An issue that arises when modeling conversations is that the model itself is not always
closed. The conversation specifications describe the message transactions within a small,
closed context, but the actual communication is taking place between components of two
or more entities at a higher level, or perhaps even outside the model. For instance, the
messages of an Ask-one conversation are guided by the conversation specification, but
the generation and consumption of the messages is performed components external to the
specification. So, our model must either act as a verifier for a message stream, or contain
107
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partially defined generative elements. In practice, we would like the models, at a minimum,
to be able to constrain the message stream. In our model scenario, we have introduced
partial closure in some conversations (KQML Register and Advertise). However, this
becomes increasingly difficult with the level of complexity of the agent.
All models depicted in this section were developed with the Design/CPN tool from
Aarhus University. The diagrams were generated by Design/CPN (in embedded postscript
form) from the actual working specifications, and are presented without alteration.

9.1

CPN Specification of KQML

We use [Lab96b] as a reference document for KQML conversation specification, de
viating in order to accommodate the agent system model in which the conversation 1
will be employed (below). The aforementioned work defines CPs concisely for nineteen
performative-based interactions; in other words, the conversation used is dictated by the
performative name of the initiating message. We define an instructive subset, as outline
in Table 9.1. Conversation definitions themselves will be given in DCG; the correspond
ing CPN specifications will be used later in constructing a model of a real agent-based
manufacturing integration scenario:
Register
Ask-one
Advertise
Subscribe
Recommend-one

Register a name and associated address(es)
Simple query/response
Advertise a service that can be performed
Query and request update to the same query
Query for the name of a service provider

Table 9.1: KQML Conversations Defined in CPN
1We will alternatively use the term ''conversation* to refer both to a prescribed sequence o f messages, and
the specification or model which implements it; the intended interpretation will be clear in context.
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9.1.1

Ask-one

KQML Ask-one is a standard query-response conversation. The CPN specification in Fig
ure 9.1 follows the DCG specification (Table 8.1). All messages are presented in the In
place, which feeds all of the primary transitions (in this call, all of the transitions) in the
net. Note that two transitions, T1 and T2 govern the flow of messages in the conversa
tion. T1 binds new messages with the a s k - o n e performative (in our model, ‘askOne’). It
then copies the message to Out and Query, and places a Signature in Sig. Out is a place
common to all conversations; it holds all messages accepted by the net. Those not destined
for the local agent are typically sent immediately to the network. The conversation also
has a place for each type of message; in this case, Query. Sig holds a Signature packs,
consisting of the message ID, and the names of the sender and receiver. This will be used
to constrain the message thread.
T2 binds incoming messages with performatives: t e l l , u n t e l l , deny, e r r o r ,
or s o r r y . Like T l, it copies the message to Out, and also to Response. It also binds
a Signature from Sig. At least one must be present which properly constrains the sender,
receiver and in-reply-to fields. Note that Signature packets are used (rather than IDs alone)
in order to allow for the processing of multiple conversations concurrently.

1'(p*r.i,j.c)
l‘(PAr.i,j,c)
V(pjj-J.i.c)
i [p-teuoretaa j
[M ntall oralset

(p-askOne) j
f(PAT.U.C)_________

i p = a r r o r o c e ts e j

P-sonyl

^

!

Figure 9.1: KQML Ask-one Conversation in CPN
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9.1.2 Advertise
KQML Advertise is used by agents to advertise services that they provide to a servicebased broker, or ‘yellow-pages’ service. It consists of a single a d v e r t i s e message with
no positive acknowledgment (see Table 9.2).
The CPN specification is in Figure 9.2. Like the Ask-one conversation, places T1 and
T2 bind new messages based on performative, and copy them to the Out place. T1 caches
a Signature, which is used to constrain the action of T2. Note that T1 also constrains
the performative of the embedded message. Unlike Ask-one, however, it also copies the
messages to AdDB, a database of advertisements. Thus, this conversation, as mentioned
above, is ‘partially closed’, in that it implements some of the functionality prescribed by
the conversation’s semantics. Note that because this conversation does not include positive
acknowledgment, the ‘advertiser’ must assume success until presented with an e r r o r or
s o r r y . So, the a d v e r t i s e is copied to the database immediately, and is removed by T2
in the event of an exception condition.
s(CC,advertise,SP,_P.wJO,_) —»• {01 is abs(l-IO)},
[[advertise.S P , _PwJO,[P1,R,S,Rw,_OI,C 11]],
{member(Pl,[ask-if,ask-all,ask-one,stream-all,subscribe,
insert,delete-one,delete-all,achieve])},
c_adv(CCPl,S,R,Rw,_,OI,Cl)
c_adv(CC,P>R,S,Rw,-adv,_JO,C) -+ s(CC,P,S,R,Rw,_adv,_JO,C) |
problem(CC,S,RrRw,_adv,_JO) |

D
Table 9.2: DCG representation of a KQML Advertise conversation [Lab96b].
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Figure 9.2: KQML Advertise Conversation in CPN

9.1.3 Recommend-one
KQML Recommend-one provides a protocol for obtaining a service-provider recommen
dation from a broker. The DCG specification of Recommend-one is shown in Table 9.3,
and the CPN specification in Figure 9.3. It is essentially equivalent to Ask-one, except that:
(1) T1 and T2 are constrained by different performatives, and (2) T1 is further constrained
by the performative of an embedded message. This message is taken as a description of the
service required by the querying agent.
s(CC,recommend-one,S,RJR,RwJO,C) —> {OI is abs(l-IO)},
[[recommend-one,SJilJRJRwJO,[PI ,_S,_,_OI,C 1]]],
{member(Pl,[ask-if,ask-all,ask-one,stream-all,insert,
delete-one,delete-all,achieve,subscribe])},
c_rec_one(CC,S,R,_,Rw,OIJ* 1,C 1)
c_rec_one(CCvR,S,_Jlw-recJOJ>,Cl) —>• problem(CC,SJl,Rw_rec,_JO) |
{OI is abs(l-IO)},
[[forward,S,R,Rw_recJtwJO,
[advertise,Rec,_JLRw_advJO,
[PJLRecRw_adv,_OI,C]]]]
Table 9.3: DCG representation of a KQML Recommend-one conversation [Lab96b].
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Figure 9.3: KQML RecommendOne Conversation in CPN

9.1.4 Register
KQML Register is one of the most fundamental KQML conversations, and perhaps one
of the most heavily overloaded. KQML-based agent communities revolve around a central
‘white-pages’ server, the ANS. In early implementations, agents would not even run unless
they had a constant connection to the ANS. In more recent evolutions, the role of the ANS
has become less centralized and less pervasive. But the basic notion, that agents must
register with (an) ANS(s) in order to participate in a community, remains.
A r e g i s t e r message, like the subsequent u n r e g i s t e r , is only negatively ac
knowledged. The DCG specification of Recommend-one is shown in Table 9.4. Our
CPN specification (Figure 9.4) deviates in two ways. First, for simplicity, we have omit
ted the rarely-used transport-address performative. Second, in order to partially close this
conversation, we have over-specified the conversation, by defining the form of the message
content for conveying address information.
T1 functions as usual, but constrains the content field to the form of a type of address
predicate. It also places registration information into Reg, the local registry/cache; this is
legitimate, since no positive acknowledgment is forthcoming. As part of the conversation
closure, T2 has been split into two transitions, T2a and T2b, both bound by Sigl. The
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former binds exception messages in response to the initial registration, and removes the
corresponding entry from Reg. The latter binds an u n r e g i s t e r message from the initial
sender. It creates a new Signature for the possible responses, and removes registration
information from Reg. Note that since an u n r e g i s t e r may also raise an exception, the
information is cached in Arc. If an exception to the u n r e g i s t e r is bound by T3, the
registration information is returned to the registry.
This conversation exhibits a significant synchronization problem, in that the initial reg
istrant can send an u n r e g i s t e r before receiving a previously sent e r r o r or s o r r y
from the registrar. However, in this case, both agents will reach accepting states in the con
versation, the registrant thinking it has successfully registered and then unregistered, and
the registrar believing that no registration has taken place. The net effect is the same.
s(CC,register,S,R,IR,Rw,IO,C) -»■ [[register,S,RJR,Rw,IO,C]], c_regl(CC,S,R,IR,Rw,IO,C)
c_regl(CC,S,R,IR_reg,Rw,IO,C) —► {OI is abs(l-IO)}, probIem(CC,S,R,Rw,_,OI) |
c_reg2(CC,SJRJR_reg,_TO,C) |
D
c_reg2(CC,S,RJR_reg,_TO,C) ->■ [[unregister,S,RJR_reg,Rwl JO,C]],
c_reg3(CC,SJR,_JlwUO,C) |
[[transport-address,S ,RJR_reg,Rw 1JO,_]],
c_reg3(CC,S,R,_4lwl JO,C) j

□
c_reg3(CC,S,R,-J*wl,IO,_) ->• {OI is abs(l-IO)}, probIem(CC,S,R,Rwl,-OI) |
D
Table 9.4: DCG representation of a KQML Register conversation (Lab96bj.

9.1.5 Subscribe
KQML Subscribe can be used to augment many standard query performatives. When em
bedded in a s u b s c r i b e message, the intended meaning of a query changes from ‘please
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Figure 9.4: KQML Register Conversation in CPN
respond as appropriate’ to ‘please respond as appropriate, and, whenever conditions are
such that your response would be different, send an update.’
The DCG specification of Subscribe (Table 9.5) shows that the s u b s c r i b e message
takes an embedded query. For the purposes of this model, we have significantly changed
the form of this message, restricting it to an embedded a s k - o n e , and flattening it to one
level. Thus, a message of the form:

[subscribe, s, r, i,j, [asfc —one, s i, r l ,

c]]

(9.1)

will be represented as:

[subscribe, s, r, i, j, c]

(9.2)

This step is being taken in order to simplify the model for clarity, by keeping the mes
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sage depth to a maximum of two, while avoiding the use of recursion in the message defi
nition.
The CPN specification is shown in Figure 9.5. It is virtually identical to the Ask-one
conversation (since this is really an implementation of Ask-one with multiple responses),
except for one key difference in T2; if T2 processes a message which is not an exception,
it places a new Signature in Sig to replace the one it just consumed. This allows for an
indefinite thread of non-exception responses to the initial s u b s c r i b e .
s(CC,subscribe,SvRJR^wJO.C) —>• {OI is abs( 1-IO)},
[[subscribe,S,RJR ,RwJO,[P 1,S,R,IR,Rw 1JO,C 1]]],
{member(Pl,[ask-if,ask-all,ask-one,stream-all,
recommend-one,recommend-all])},
c_sub(CC,P 1,S,R,Rw,Rw 1,01,C 1)
c_sub(CC,R,S ,R,Rw-Sub,Rw,IO,C)
01
problem(CC,S,R,Rw_sub,_JO) |
r(CC,P,S,R,_,Rw,IO,-),
c_sub(CC,P,S,R,Rw_sub,Rw,IO,_)
Table 9.5: DCG representation of a KQML Subscribe conversation [Lab96b].
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Figure 9.5: KQML SubscribeOne Conversation in CPN
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9.2

CPN Specification of FIPA

FIPA, in the FIPA97 spec [FIP97], describes 8 protocols for agent communication. These
protocols are specified at a slightly higher level than the performative-based CPs of the
previous section. We examine an informative subset of these protocols: Request, RequestWhen, and Iterated Contract Net. The declarations in Figure 9.6, similar to those used for
the KQML conversations, apply.
Icolor Performative = with request | not-understood | refuse { agree |
1failure | inform;
Icolor Name = with A | B;
icolor ID = int;
|color Language = with si;
jcolor Ontology - with example;
;color Content = with C;
icolor MBS = product Performative * Name * Name * ID * ID * Language *
[Ontology * Content;
icolor Signature = product Name * Name * ID;
Ivar
var
ivar
Ivar
<var
var

p : Performative;
s.r ; Name;
i,j : ID;
1 ; Language;
o : Ontology;
c : Content;

Figure 9.6: CPN Declarations for FIPA Protocols
Note that the FIPA protocols are specified very loosely in [FIP97]. We have assumed
message sequences based on reply-with and in-reply-to fields, and a sender/receiver alter
nation based on shading in the protocol diagrams.

9.2.1 FIPA Request Protocol
In the FIPA Request Protocol 9.7,agent (A) requests that another agent (B) perform some
action. B may refuse or accept, and, if it accepts, must report the results or the reason for
failure.
The CPN model for Request 9.8 is quite straightforward. In feeds the transitions in the
three levels of this CP. Request binds an initial request and caches a Signature in Sigl.
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quety or
queiy-ref

Figure 9.7: FIPA Request Protocol
This Signature constrains the transitions in the next level, NU, refuse and agree, one of
which will bind the second message. If agree binds, it caches a Signature in Sig2, which
governs the third and final layer. The last message will be bound by either failure, informl
or inform2.
In the previous section, we included extensions to the CPs which allow their integration
into a specific model. Without such a context, it is difficult to meaningfully include the SL
components of the protocol, as given in Figure 9.7. Presumably, the SL constraints would
be satisfied by the agent after the message was processed in the CP.
NU
[p-not-undetstood]
r(p,s,r,i,j,l,o,c)

failure
; [p»failure|

refuse

1■(PArJJ.Lo.gr

parefuse]

\ C x x 1'ftw .i.tl.o.c) ^
1'(p.s,r.i.i.l,o.c)
\
\\

\

agree I
[pmagraaj ,

Sig2^N

/

I'tp^rJ.J.I.o.e)
lfpArJ.i.l.o.c)
lfPArJ.i.l.o.c)

i(pjjAu.ac)

J

informl

inform2
[p=inform]

Figure 9.8: FIPA Request Protocol in CPN
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9.2.2 FIPA Request-When Protocol
Except for some SL constraints, FIPA Request-When 9.9 is virtually identical to FIPA
Request. The CPN specification is given in Figure 9.10.
request-when
action

precondition

can proceed?

cannot proceed

Figure 9.9: FIPA Request-When Protocol

92J

FIPA Iterated Contract Net Protocol

Because of its depth, the CPN specification (Figure 9.12) of the FIPA Iterated Contract
Net Protocol (Figure 9.11) has been arranged in a top-down fashion; the structure is essen
tially the same as the previous two, except for the additional level. The one key difference,
present in the FIPA specification, is the loop from reject-proposai back up to cfp, for iter
ated negotiation. This has been omitted from the CPN specification, because the protocol
specification lacks sufficient information to implement it in a meaningful way. We have
constraint message sequence by ID, but since there is no constraint on the ID of an initial
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Figure 9.10: FEPA Request-When Protocol in CPN
message, all cfps should be accepted. Further, there is no use in the protocol itself for con
textual information regarding previous iterations. We assume such information is made use
of at a higher level.

acbcn
precorriiiionsl

reject-proposal
reason

accept-prcposai
preconditions3

reject-proposai
reason

Figure 9.11: FIPA Iterated Contract Net Protocol
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Figure 9.12: FEPA Iterated Contract Net Protocol in CPN

9.3 The Process Rate Scenario Revisited
We employ the KQML conversation specifications developed earlier to construct a model
of the CHMPLEX project’s Process Rate Scenario. While the model is not complete, it
illustrates the approach to conversation modeling we have described.

93.1

The Scenario

The scenario consists of six KQML speaking agents connected to a network. An actual
address-based network mocel is used, and serves as the only link between individual agent
models. Agents are addressed by symbolic names, but addresses, which are obtained from
an ANS, are required in order to communicate through the network. A Gateway Agent
(Gateway) provides a data stream to a Process Rate Agent (PRA), which converts the stream
into summary data and provides it to the SCA. The SCA then provides event notification
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to the Monitor Agent (Monitor), the end-user in this scenario. All services are identified
through a Broker Agent (Broker), through advertisements sent by service providers.

9.3.2 Assumptions
In order to construct a complete model of the scenario, we must make a number of simpli
fying assumptions.
1. Message Format. A message is a six-tuple consisting of performative, sender, re
ceiver, reply-with and in-reply-to tags and content. Sender and receiver names are
enumerated, and message tags are integers. Content is either one of a small set of de
fined predicates, or an embedded message. The embedded message type is the same,
except that it cannot contain further embedded messages. Thus, for this model, mes
sages have a fixed maximum depth of two.
2. Time. There is no notion of time in this model.
3. Query Failure. Since we are interested in presenting the initial structure of the inter
action, and since this model does not incorporate time, we do not implement error
conditions. In particular, message order events are not fully represented. For ex
ample, in a more complete model, queries arriving at the ANS for an agent which
had not yet registered should be met with s o r r y responses, and the model would
then have to be enhanced with action ordering constraints or retry mechanisms. In
our simplified model, an early query will wait, and be satisfied when the information
becomes available.
4. Network. We implement a simple network model with perfect, instantaneous deliv
ery by static agent address. Each agent’s address is known initially only to that agent,
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except for the address of the ANS, which is known a priori by all agents.
5. Indefinite Subscribe. Subscribe, as it is defined in [Lab96b] results in an indefinitely
long stream of responses, if successful. For the CIIMPLEX scenario, the specifi
cation was extended to include a subscriber-initiated termination handshake. We
use here Subscribe in its original form, but have restricted it to use with a s k - o n e
queries. This allows us to use it without extending our message to three or more
levels of embedding.
6. Loose Ends. Given that many events in the model are simply not generated, sup
port for them is often omitted. For example, the Ask-one conversation in is used
exclusively in this limited scenario to request addresses from the ANS. Therefore, no
provision is made for queries received by other agents, even though they incorporate
the Ask-one conversation, and in theory support query handling.

9.3.3 The Model
A separate model is constructed to represent each agent in the scenario. The models are not
connected in any way except through a model network, which accepts addressed packets
and routes them to the agent bearing the given address. Agents are initially aware of thenown address and that of the ANS only.
All agents have a similar construction; they are composed of references to some com
mon subnets2 (the conversation templates described above), and some components unique
to the function of that agent. For clarity, the later are moved onto separate pages and joined
to the respective agent bases with fusion nodes.
3Subnets arc ‘common’ in that their specification is shared by a number of agents. However, each refer
ence generated a unique instance, so no nets are actually shared, only their specifications.
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Declarations and Hierarchy The Hierarchy graph in Figure 9.13 show the relationships
among the ‘primary’ pages of the model; nets which are not referenced as subnets on any
page in the model. The six agents are arranged around the conversation templates, and have
connections to those that they reference. Register is the only exception, as it is embedded
in a NIC used by each agent. Agent specific code which has been moved off-page can be
seen as nodes connected to SCA, PRA and Gateway.
( Hierarchy#10 I I Dedaratk3ns#2 •
T il| Prime

|

* Network#8

11

[m ] | Prime

r *“• • “

£ 8roker#9
AskOne v ' '

Monitor#12

ANS#7

AskOne

•

AskOne

^ Gateway#13
MilPrime
r
^ GatewayFact^'
TTlPrime

*; M11 Prime'

I

SCA#11

PRA#10

M!| Prime
r ----------------- ,
^SCAFactory#^*

M 11Prime
mr ----------------- k
^PRAFactoiy#^1

TT; Prime

’

\ Register#4

TT; Prime

Figure 9.13: Hierarchy of Nets in the CPN Model of the PRA Scenario.
The Declaration Node, Figure 9.14, contains the ML declarations for all colors (types),
variables and, if needed, functions. Names (Name), addresses (Address) and performatives
(Performative) are enumerated, and message IDs (ID) are integers. The only remaining
component of the message, the content, is allowed to be a predicate or another message.
For this, in order to avoid implementing a recursive message type, more than is needed
in this simple scenario, we construct two message types; a regular message (Mes) and an
embedded message (EMes). Mes can take a Predicate or an EMes as content, as dictated
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by its Content type. EMes is essentially the same, but takes EContent as content, which
permits only Predicates.
Other colors are defined for various special purpose data types. Reg is used to store
registration information about an agent. Signature data is used to identify and verify mes
sage responses. A Packet is used to convey a message and its address through the network.
Data holds the sample rate data which drives the scenario.
!color Performative » withregister | unregister I advertise | error |
|sorry | aslclf | askOne | askAll | tell | uncell [ deny | streamAll |
|insert | deleteOne | deleteAll I achieve | subscribe 1 recommendOne;
color Name « with ANS | Broker | PRA | SCA | Gateway | Monitor |
AnyName;
|color ID > int;
color Int = int;
color Address » with ans | broker | pra | sea | gateway | monitor |
anyAddress;
|color
color
:color
color

PVal » union num:lnt ♦ W ♦ add:Address + nam:Name;
PVals * list PVal;
PName 3 with race |address | agenCName |rmean | event;
Predicate = product PName * PVals;

Icolor
!color
color
:color

EContent = union epred:Predicate ♦ EC;
EMes * product Performative * Name * Name * ID * ID * EContent;
Content => union pred: Predicate ♦ C ♦ msg:EMes;
MES = product Performative * Name *Name * ID * ID * Content;

color
color
color
color

Reg * product Name* Name * Address * ID;
Signature * product Name * Name * ID;
Packet » product Address * MES;
Daca * product Int * Int;

var
var
var
var
|var
var
var
ivar

c, cl : Concent;
ec ; EContent;
m, n, message ; MES;
s, r. si, rl, s2, r2, anyName, name :Name;
i. j. k. il, jl, i2, j2t ID;
p. pi : Performative;
a : Address;
X, N. Nl, M. Ml, S. SI : Int;________________________________

Figure 9.14: Declarations of Colors, Variables and Functions

Network The scenario could have been modeled by connecting the agents to a common
‘bus’ or some such mechanism. However, Register and registration queries are some of the
conversations we would like to model, and their correctness affects the ability of agents to
communicate. So, the address-based network model (Figure 9.15) enforces the requirement
that agents correctly register, and that they query for and successfully obtain an address
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before they can communicate with any other agent.
The model itself is extremely simple. All agents connect to the In place via a global
fusion set. For each agent, there is a transition Tn which is keyed for that agent’s address,
and which deposits any packets with that address in a place assigned to that agent. Each
agent is bound to its particular output place.
Netln
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Figure 9.15: Network Model
In order to simplify the agent some, we have removed the comment network interfaces
to a subnet, the (Network Interface Component (NIC)), depicted in Figure 9.16. Because
it is so closely tied to network communication, the NIC embeds the Register conversation.
As with most conversation templates, messages are accepted at the In place, and if correct,
are copied to the Out place. Since Register also implements the registration functionality,
RegDB serves as a registry database or cache.
The NIC implements a smart address cache; agent components send messages, ad
dressed by name, by depositing them in the O ut place. If Xmit is able to match a waiting
message with an address from RegDB, it will assemble them into a packet and forward
them to Network.
In most cases, the first time an agent tries some other agent, there will be no address
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in the cache. In this case, NIC fetches the address automatically. This is implemented
by assuming that the agent knows the names of all agents in the world; these names re
side in CWorld, for ‘closed-world’. Cache will bind any outgoing message with a name
from CWorld, and send an address query for that agent to the ANS. In the same action,
it removes the name from CWorld, so that no further inquiries will be made about that
agent. If the remainder of the agent works correctly, an address will eventually appear in
the cache, and the message will be sent. There is an alternative approach which does not
require a closed-world assumption, but it involves implementing a search of the registry,
and is slightly more complicated.
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Hgure 9.16: Network Interface Component (NIC)

The Agents Now we will examine each of the six agents. As they all follow the same ba
sic pattern, we will restrict description when possible to features not introduced in previous
models. Although it might have been simpler to include a template with all conversations
in each agent, we have included in each only those conversations required by the agent, for
clarity.
All agents are coded to initially register with the ANS and, if appropriate, to advertise
their services with the broker. All other actions are triggered at appropriate times in the
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course of interaction. The one exception is the Monitor agent, which is coded with the
one initial message which starts the scenario; a query to the Broker requesting that it
recommend an agent which can provide notification of rate mean exception events.

ANS As do all agents, the ANS (Figure 9.17) embeds the NIC. In addition, it embeds
the only other KQML conversation that it needs; AskOne allows it to handle queries about
the addresses of registered agents. This functionality is implemented with only one transi
tion, ansQuery. ansQuery binds properly formed queries in Query with a registration of
the same name in RegDB, and generates a response containing the corresponding address.
If no address is present for that name, the query will wait. A negative response could be
generated by implementing a search of RegDB, as discussed above.

l'(te(l,r,s.H-l.i,prad (address,
[add a.nam name]))

ansln

anaOut
^A sk O u tV "pq7
V MES / -----:

j FGj_

Askln
MES
1'(ANS-ANS.ans.O)

AskOne

< 5^

-*^AskR~'V

HS; AskOne»S ' -~J AES-^ y
1•(askOrte.s.r.i.j.pred (address,
[add anyAddress,nam nameD)

;'HS]~Niari9
TdenT'N
Name J

r(name,r1 .a,i1 )

Figure 9.17: Agent Name Server (ANS)

Broker

The Broker (Figure ??) has a very similar structure to the ANS, but embeds

two new conversations; Advertise and RecommendOne. Both are required for implement
ing the broker functionality. Much like the ANS, the Broker is implemented with only two
transitions beyond the embedded conversations. In place of ansQuery, we have ansLook,
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which implements the client end of the ans address query. When a response to a query is
returned, it will end up in the Response place of AskOne. Since the AskOne conversation
is only used for ans queries in this scenario, we assume that only address-bearing messages
will be found in this place. ansLook will bind responses from the ANS, assumed to be
non-error responses, and place the extracted address information into the registry. This is
considered to be a cache entry, since the registrar named in the registry entry is the ANS,
not the current agent.
The implementation of the broker functionality is similar that of the ANS functionality.
Advertise messages sent to Broker end up in the AdDB place, by way of Advertise.
One transition, AdLook, binds incoming RecommendOne queries to messages in AdDB
with matching content, and generates a response containing the name of the advertising
agent. As with the ANS, unmatchable queries do not result in errors, but wait for a match
to become available.
Gateway The Gateway agent (Figure ??) does not need RecommendOne, since it
does not require special services of any agent. It does need the Subscribe conversation,
since it provides a service other agents need; access to the sample data-stream. It advertises
this services as a subscription to the rate predicate.
Services provided by the Gateway are depicted in Figure 9.20. Query is bound to the
corresponding place on the agent’s Subscribe conversation, and In is bound to the agent’s
In set. The transition Serve binds incoming subscription requests, and extracts and stores
the sender’s name and message ID. Once these two are present, T8 is enabled, and may
begin sending data. The sample data is stored in Data. This small data-stream is enough
for two rate-mean samples. The first four are legal values, but the next four constitute an
exception condition.
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Rgure 9.18: Broker Agent
PRA

The role of the PRA is to interface with raw data sources, which provide job

completion rate data, and refine that data into periodic rate means.3 In this scenario, the
PRA obtains data from the Gateway agent, which it identifies by requesting a recommen
dation from the Broker. Means are advertised as subscriptions to the rmean predicate.
PRA requires the use of the SubscribeOne, RecommendOne and Advertise conversa
tions.
Services provided by the PRA are depicted in Rgure 9.22. The diagram is slightly
complex; this is because the model encompasses all aspects of the scenario, including
operations on the data stream. Often, it is sufficient to model the operation of a MAS, and
code numeric operations in the implementation itself, perhaps in some procedural language.
Since this model is a proof of concept, we have extended it to a greater level of detail. Three
3In this model, an accumulated rate sum is kept, and compared with a threshold.
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Figure 9.19: Gateway Agent
basic operations are represented:
• T8 picks up an incoming s u b s c r i b e request from Query, and caches the name of
the agent and the message ID. In addition, it sends a recommendOne request to the
Broker for a rate source.
• The response to the previous recommendOne query, when it ends up in Response
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1'(1.7H
V (ZZ}*
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V(4i3)*
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l'(7.22)+
1'(8,30)
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(J2=(j1+1).N1=(M+1)l

Figure 9.20: Gateway Factory
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(the uppermost), is consumed by T7, which extracts the name of the service provider
to Server. This enables T10, which caches the server name in Engaged, and sends a
subscription request to the named server, PRA.
• The remaining spider-iike component, clustered around T9, performs the computa
tion. Arriving data will be found in the Response (lower) place of the Subscribe
conversation. T9 picks up each rate as it arrives, and adds it to the value in Sum,
also incrementing the value in N. Every four turns, T9 also computes the periodic
rate mean. If the mean computed is different from the last value reported (cached
in Record, it sends an update to the agent which subscribed, using the cached name
and message IDs. It also update the value in Record and message ID (Idx). In all
cases, the accumulated sum is set to the new value, the counter (N) is set to 1, and
the process repeats itself.
Note that we assume in-order arrival of data items, and that each update is picked up for
computation before new ones arrive. Ordering constraints could be imposed either through
the use of the message IDs, or by embedding sequence data in the rate predicate.
It is important to observe the dual role played by the SubscribeOne conversation in
this agent. It serves concurrently as a client to the rate source, and as a server to the rmean
subscriber.
SCA The SCA (Figure 93.3) is outfitted just as the PRA, with some minor changes
to its operational component (Figure 9.3.3). Transitions T7, T8 and T9 play the same roles,
except that the service retained is rmean data, and the service provided is notification of
above-threshold rmean values. When processing a subscription, T8 caches not only the
name and message ID, but also the threshold value in the event predicate. T9 is signifi-
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Figure 9.21: Process Rate Agent (PRA)
candy less complex in the SCA; as rmean updates arrive, T9 consumes them, and if the
mean is greater than the value in Thresh, sends a notification to the subscribing agent, and
updates the message ID index in Idx. This component is not guarded against sending repeat
notifications.
Monitor The Monitor agent (Figure 9.25 is the final agent in the chain. Embedding
the same conversations as the PRA and SCA, the action of the Monitor is implemented in
only one transition, Uplink, which takes the name of a notification server, recommended by
the Broker, and send a subscription request to that agent, for rate mean exception events
of threshold 42. Any such notifications will end up in the Response place of the SubscribeOne conversation.
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Rgure 9.22: PRA Factory

9.3.4 Simulation
The model scenario as specified completes simulation in Design/CPN after 373 transition
firings, using 34 messages (see Table 9.6), and results in the correct notification of the
Monitor Agent of an exception event after processing the second half of the data stream.
The non-interactive simulation (no intermediate visualization) runs on a Sun Sparc Ultra in

Register
ANS Query
Advertise
Recommend
Subscribe (Monitor)
Subscribe (SCA)
Subscribe (PRA)
Total

Initial Message Resultant Messages
5
13
13
3
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
8
27
27

Total
5
26
3
6
2
3
9
54

Table 9.6: Messages in the PRA Model
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Figure 9.23: Scenario Coordination Agent (SCA)
roughly 10 seconds (wall clock).

9.3.5 Discussion
Our experience with this model has shown the following:
1. CPN models are relatively easy to build, especially with the help of Design/CPN.
Both the formalism and the design tool have relatively steep learning curves. This
model was constructed, including training time, in roughly 30 person/hours.
2. Fairly complex models can be constructed and executed. This model, while simpli
fied in many respects, is quite complete, down to the actual details of computation.
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Figure 9.24: SCA Factory
3. While is actually possible to arrive at many ‘clever’ means of doing things (e.g. com
putations. search operations) in CPN-ML, the type constraints make representation
somewhat cumbersome. For example, it is not simple to implement a recursive type,
which is why for demonstration purposes we chose a bounded message structure for
the PRA model.
4. The graphical nature of CPNs and the visual environment provided by Design/CPN
facilitate debugging enormously. The distribution of tokens is easily inspected, and
most problems are easily recognized by the presence of tokens in incorrect locations,
or trapped in places from which they should have been consumed.

9.4 Verification
The ability to verify the properties of a specification is one of the important benefits of
applying formal methods. These benefits can be derived in two ways: Verification of CPs
or protocols directly, and verification of agents/MASs that are based on such protocols.
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Figure 9.25: Monitor Agent
We will first consider the range of properties amenable to analysis, and then discuss
their value in the two contexts described. The focus will be on the methods provided by
Design/CPN and associated tools.
In addition to ‘proof by execution’, CPNs can be checked for a variety of properties,
including liveness, fairness, boundedness, home properties, and reachability (described be
low). This is done by way of an Occurrence Graph (OG) [Dep96]. Each node in an OG
consists of a possible marking for the net If another marking (B) can be reached by the
firing of a transition, the graph contains a directed arc from the node representing the initial
marking to B. All nodes in an OG are therefore derived from the initial marking of the net.
We illustrate this with an example taken from the Design/CPN Occurrence Graph Man
ual (Dep96]. Figure 9.26 shows the classic dining philosophers problem. Briefly, each of
the five philosophers may eat when there is a chopstick available to either side of him. This
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system is modeled by the CP-net shown in Rgure 9.27. Philosophers and chopsticks are
represented by

icks maps each

philosopher int

csi

cs2

ph5

ph2
R ice
Dish

cs3

CS5

CS4

ph3

Rgure 9.26: Dining Philosophers
The OG for this system is seen in Figure 9.28. For readability, some annotations have
been omitted. Each node represents a reachable marking, and is annotated with a label,
the degree in and the degree out. Some are annotated with the marking they represent, and
some arcs are likewise annotated with the corresponding binding element.
The properties listed above are defined as follows (Given an OG G):
1. Reachability Properties: This relates to whether or not a path exists in G from node
A to node B (i.e. the marking denoted by node B is reachable by some sequence of
transition firings from node A). It is also possible to discover if B is reachable from
A in a strongly connected component of G, or if G itself is strongly connected. Note
that in Rgure 9.28, all arcs are double arcs, so every marking is reachable from every
other.
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Figure 9.27: Dining Philosophers: CP-net
2. Boundedness Properties: Relate to the upper or lower bound on the contents of place
X in the net, over all possible markings. This can be the integer cardinality of the
multiset at node X, or the greatest or least multiset itself.
3. Home Properties: This relates to the marking or set of markings which are reachable
from all other markings in the OG. One can verify that a marking or set of markings
constitutes a homespace, or determine whether or not a home marking exits. It is also
possible list all home markings in G and in Gs, to find the minimal home space, and
to determine if the initial marking is also a home marking.
4. Liveness Properties: A marking from which no further markings can be derived is
’dead’. Liveness, then, relates to the possible progressions from a given node in the
OG. One can verify that a marking is dead, or list dead markings in G or Gs .
5. Fairness Properties: Relates to the degree to which certain Transition Instances (TI)
will be allowed with respect to other TIs.
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Rgure 9.28: Dining Philosophers: Occurrence Graph
Many of these properties have different value depending on whether we are regarding a
CP or an MAS, and also on the complexity of the net. CPs describe/operate on a message
stream, which in most cases is finite; CPs themselves are static. One can imagine analyzing
a CP in the context of (1) a single message stream, or (2) in the presence of a generator for
all or many representative streams. In that sense, we might be interested in boundedness or
home properties, and possibly reachability or fairness, but not liveness. On the other hand,
liveness and fairness will often be more important in the analysis of a system as a whole.
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For example, consider a simple CP (e.g. Register). Given some sequence of messages,
we might be interested in reachability; does this initial marking result in the correct be
havior (e.g. a registration being placed)? If we were to construct a net which generated a
broad range of messages or message sequences, we could combine this with our Register
conversation, and analyze the behavior of that system. Home properties would be useful
here; we could designate certain terminal markings (e.g. accept, reject) as members of a
home space, and determine whether or not all test sequences resulted in one of the two
acceptable markings.
In a MAS, we are concerned with more dynamic properties of the system, which is
assumed to be engaged in some self-sustaining activity. Liveness tests will assure us that
the system has not entered a state in which no further activity can occur. Fairness assures
us that no elements of the system which are able to act will remain inactive indefinitely.
It is possible to verify properties even for very large and complex nets. The version of
Design/CPN used in this research supports the computation and analysis of OGs of 20,000
- 200,000 nodes and 50,000 to 2,000,000 arcs. The CPs used in the PRA model are too
simple to generate very meaningful analysis. The system as a whole, however, is likely
to have interesting properties. Liveness is not one, since the MAS is designed to perform
a task of finite duration. If we could identify a marking or markings which represented
successful completion of the task, and verify them to be a homespace, we would have
proven the model correct. There are a couple of approaches we could take:
1. Identify all acceptable terminal markings. In our case, this is not very practical.
Correct behavior is defined by the presence of exactly one t e l l message in the
Response place of the Monitor's Subscribe conversation. There is an enormous
amount of irrelevant state, in address caches, counters, and so on.
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2. Reduce the amount of irrelevant state. This could be done by ’shutting down’ the
agents, letting them purge caches and so forth. Then the previous approach could be
applied more easily, since the number of terminal markings, or at least the complexity
of the terminal marking, would be reduced. This is cleaner, but complicates the
model with additional mechanisms, making analysis more difficult.
3. Apply marking equivalence. Design/CPN supports the use of Occurrence Graphs
with Equivalence (OE) and Occurrence Graphs with Symmetry (OS) [Dep98]. Using
these, it is possible to define equivalences/symmetries (in CPN ML) in markings,
vastly reducing the graph size. We could define the homespace with respect to the
marking of the one significant place, and reduce all acceptable markings to one or
several through equivalence.
The choice of approach depends on the individual model, of course.

9.5 Summary
Through building a CPN-based multi-agent system, we have demonstrated the real value
of CPNs in a very tangible way. They can be used to model systems at varying levels of
abstraction (e.g. CPs and MASs), they have an intuitive visual representation which im
proves readability, and they are expressive enough to model a wide variety of computations,
including logical and numeric computations and search operations. More importantly, we
have shown that modular specifications, such as the CPs here for KQML and FIPA, can be
built, shared and embedded in larger models. This supports the use of CPNs as a model for
specifying agent conversations.
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Chapter 10
Protolingua
While CPNs provide an excellent framework for modeling conversations, there are still
a couple of issues that need to be addressed in order to allow their effective use in the
field. The first is a notadonal issue, relating to the ability to easily compartmentalize and
compose models. The second relates to CPNs close alliance with ML, perhaps not the
preferred specification language for all developers. We will discuss each of these points
briefly, and then propose a solution; a language independent specification framework based
on the CPN model, called Protolingua.
Recall the HCPN specification (Section 8.2). While this provides a useful means of
describing large nets in a simplified, compartmentalized way, it does not allow for the
recursive definitions of conversations. Thus, the definition for a complex conversation or
net contains all the details of construction from smaller nets on up. This is a significant
problem with respect to the arbitrary composition of conversations into new and larger
conversations. For this reason, we will define an Recursive Colored Petri Net (RCPN).
The RCPN is an extension to CPNs which allows the expression of HCPNs in a recursive,
modular manner; an RCPN has a corresponding HCPN representation. The set of RCPNs
142
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Model
PN
CPN
HCPN
RCPN
RCPN’

Description
Language

Motivation

CPN-ML

More expressive; formally equivalent to PN.

Allows for the encapsulated expression of individual
elements of an HCPN; describes the same set of models.
Protolingua Extends RCPN by providing for explicit decomposition and
labeling of multiset elements, and of arc expressions
which act on these sub-elements.

none

Table 10.1: Models

is equivalent to that of HCPNs.
Table 10.1 describes the steps we will take at deriving Protolingua from the CPN model.
We extend the CPN to RCPN directly by adding the ability to fuse other RCPNs into
the net, as is done with HCPNs. We also add fusion sets, defined recursively in terms of
the fusion sets of sub-RCPNs.
For simplicity, we will observe that every CPN has an immediate HCPN representation,
and restrict discussion to HCPNs. An RCPN is then an HCPN, along with possible subRCPNs and the requisite binding features. Intuitively, we say that an RCPN is an HCPN,
and we define RCPNs as sets of other RCPNs. As such:
18 D e f in it io n (R e c u r s iv e C P -N e t ) A tuple R C P N = (E, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I, SA , P A , F S, B
satisfying the requirements below:
L P, T, A, N, C, G ,E ,I as with CPN
2. S A is a substitution assignment Junction. It is dejined from T into the set o f all
named conversations, such that no conversation is a conversation o f itself.
3. P A is a port assignment function. It is defined from P into Plt nodes in sub
conversations.
4. F S is defined as in HCPN as a set effusion sets, where fusion sets consist o f places
(local) and otherfusion sets.
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5. F T is a fusion type Junction. It is defined as in HCPNs.
We will use a notation which describes RCPNs to describe conversations.

10.1 Ontology
Ontologies for both the problem domain (discourse) and the model are required in order to
define Protolingua. We will treat discourse first.
The discourse domain will require entities related primarily to message composition
(e.g. message, sender, receiver) and message sequencing (e.g. conversation, transaction,
thread).
In order to model discourse, we will need to identify the objects in the modeling do
main. This will consist primarily of analogues to CPN components, including: place,
action, port, function, tuple, multiset, schema, and arc.

10.2 Protolingua Interface Definition Language
In order to associate actions with protocols, an Interface Definition Language (IDL) is
required. For this purpose, we define Protolingua Interface Definition Language (PIDL).
The decision to write a lightweight IDL, rather than use an existing one, was primarily
motivated by complexity. CORBA IDL itself [Gro98], the strongest candidate because of
its broad acceptance, is not suitable for our task for two reasons: First, CORBA IDL is
somewhat more complex than is necessary for Protolingua. Second, CORBA IDL does
not permit sufficient freedom of abstract type manipulation. We will discuss both of these
points in more detail. CORBA is geared toward the interaction of distributed objects, and
incurs overhead in the form of brokers and additional name services. Conversations of
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the form we propose will, once loaded, may be used many times, and must be very light.
An interface definition in this scheme is a means of declaring a function, a signature, for
which executable code can be downloaded once and then used and reused. This requires
that for each function, code for many different platforms is available, but involves much
less execution overhead. The IDL required to specify objects in this scheme can be made
simpler than in CORBA.
Because we would like to work with native types, for efficient operation, we extend
IDL to contain arbitrary named types. For example, a Message type to denote message
objects. This will allow functions to exchange and operate on the high level, complex
objects already in play in the host system, without the overhead of type inter-conversion.
Note, however, that because Protolingua should run on any platform which supports an
interpreter, we must restrict type construction in such a way that types can be represented
on various platforms. For example, while it would be desirable to include object types for
message in Java, conversations employing these types would be difficult to support under
Tel. However, if equivalent representations exist, there is nothing problematic about the use
of a Message type which has an object representation on some platforms, and a string-based
representation on others.
Thus, we will define PIDL, a description language encompassing functions and func
tion implementations, as described by type signatures and descriptions, where the types
and descriptions are names from a shared ontology. These signatures will be used to talk
about, locate and obtain functions. For an initial definition, PEDL will not accommodate
inheritance or type polymorphism. As an example, Figure 10.1 shows the PIDL description
of a function which returns the Domain portion of a FQAN:
It is conceivable that a combination of PIDL and CORBA could be used - acquiring
local methods when they are available in the required form, and accessing them remotely
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(PIDL-function-description
(name domain_from_name)
(description ''Returns Domain portion of a \ac{KNS} \ac{FQAN>.'')
(return kns_fqan)
(parameters kns_fqan))___________________________________________
Figure 10.1: PIDL description of a function to return the Domain portion of a FQAN.
when they are not. For this project, we consider only the former.
Note that there are two issues involved in the level of sophistication of the modeling
language. The first is one of efficiency. Supporting object types allows for greater efficiency
if, for example, message objects must be reduced to string form in order to be processed.
The second is one of extension of the communication language. Some systems support
internally and even exchange messages which are more complex than specified by the ACL,
and rely on features and methods specific to these representations. While no one language
could cover the nuances of eveiy system, extensions to Protolingua could be created to
accommodate the features of various ACLs and platforms. We leave the issue for future
work.
Formally, PIDL is a KIF-like language with two top-level objects, represented by the
predicates PIDL-function-description and PlDL-implementation-description

{P ID L —function — description
{name < functionjnam e >)
{description < descriptive .text >)
{returns < type >)
(parameters < type > i .. < type >„))
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(P ID L — implementation — description
(name < modv.le.name >)
(platform < platformjdescriptor >)
(phase < phase.name >)
(implements < functionname >))

(10.2)

All slot filling elements (see Tables 10.2, 10.5, 10.3, 10.4), except for descriptive text,
are found in the PIDL ontology, and are available to all agents.
Description
Type
Standard unit of communication; includes addressing information
Message
Agent-Name KNS standard Fully Qualified Agent Name
Table 10.2: PIDL Types.
Platform
jvm2
x86

Description
Sun Java Virtual Machine Version 2
Intel x86 Processor
Table 10.3: PIDL Platforms.

Phase
Bytecode
Source

Description
Compiled bytecode for interpretation
Uncompiled source code
Table 10.4: PIDL Phases.

10.3 Protolingua
Having laid the groundwork, we are now ready to define the language itself. Protolingua
is a description language for CPNs which model conversations. It supports the description
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Function
domain_from_name

Description
Return the domain portion of a KNS FQAN

Table 10.5: PIDL Functions.
of hierarchical CPNs as described in [Jen97b]. Protolingua is a KIF-based description
language which completely specifies CPNs using a standard ontology of functions and
types. This language effectively describes the structure of a CPN and names the associated
conditions and actions in an interface definition language PIDL. In specifying Protolingua,
we have opted to prefer clarity to brevity, so the notation is very explicit.
There are good reasons for and against including many standard features in Protolingua
(e.g. types, variables, expressions). We have opted to take the approach of extreme sim
plicity in order to optimize interaction with existing datastructures. The use of Protolingua
types mirroring the standard CPN color sets, for examples, would simplify use somewhat,
but would require that objects being handled by the CP interpreter either conform to or
translate to special types; for many applications, this presents an unacceptable bottleneck
in the message stream. In our ‘wire-frame’ approach, objects are handled at all times in
their native form, and with access methods provided by the agent/application. We will
introduce variables as a notational convenience.
CPNs are typically described by three components: the net structure, the (function and
colorset) declarations, and the net inscriptions, which describe assignments and initial
ization of the components of the net. Since we rely on named sets of known types and
functions. Protolingua does not include a declaration. Net inscription is explicitly included
in the description of the net structure.
We associate a page with a conversation, and so will only name conversations explicitly.
Multiple instances of identical sub-conversations (substitution transitions) occupy indexed
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subpages. That is, the ‘queryJ T conversation might contain three sub-instances of the
‘ask’ conversation, identified as ask(l), ask(2) and ask(3).
Formally, a conversation is defined as (Equation 10.4):

(conversation
(name Name)
(places Place\ ... Placen)
(actions A ctioni.. . Actionn )
(arcs Ar c i . . . Arc,,)
[(fusionSets F u sio n S eti. . . FusionSetn)])

(10.3)

Places bear the schema of their associated multiset:

(place
(name Name)
(type Type))

(10.4)

where Type denotes the name of a known datatype.
An Action is essentially a stateless Place, or rather, a Place with a maximum Multiset
cardinality of one. Because the rules of simulation state that all of the Arcs emanating
from an Actions must fire immediately following an input, and there are no loop Arcs on
an Action, the Action’s multiset is empty except during execution.

(action
(name Name)
(substitution Name))
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(substitution
(name N am e)
(bindings B \ ... Bn))

(10.6)

(binding
(insert Name)
(attach Name)

(10.7)

The Arc applies transformations to elements in the input view, and binds them to the
output view. The input view is defined by the set of inputs to the Arc Functions, and the
output view by the corresponding functional mapping.
The intersection of an Arc with a Node uniquely identifies a Port. While Ports are not
explicitly represented in the specification of a conversation, they serve as a focal point for
local views of the Multiset with respect to individual Arcs. The concept will be important
in defining the interface to the interpreter.

(arc
(name Name)
(arc Expression)
(attach NamePlace)
(insert NameAction)
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(function
(name Name)
(result Variable)
(parameters Variable\ . .. Variablen))

(10.9)

(variable
(name Name)

(10.10)

(fusionSet
(name Name)
(places P lacei.. . Placen)
(imports I \ . .. In))

(10.11)

where:

(import
(conversation Name)
(fusionSet Name))

(10.12)

An example of Protolingua usage for a simple interaction is shown in Figure 10.2, and
graphically in Figure 103 (extended examples are given later).
Conversation ‘example’ describes the Protolingua conversation depicted in Figure 103.
Action ‘action 1’ is enabled when the multiset at placel contains a tuple U such that f (Uj )
is defined. That tuple is removed by actionl, and replace with the tuple (c,g(f(tia)). c),
where c is some constant. Note that the specification does not declare the multiset schema
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(conversation
(name example)
(places
(place (name placel) (type xxx)) )
(actions
(action (name actionl)) )
(arcs
(arc (name arcl) (functions
( function (name f) (parameters A) (result B))))
(arc (name arc2) (functions
( function (name g) (parameters C) (result D))) ) ) )
Figure 10.2: Protolingua description of the conversation ‘example’.
for action 1; it is implicit in the designations of the input arcs.

a rcl: x

placel
XXX

arc2: y
TBA
Figure 10.3: The conversation corresponding to the Protolingua description above.
Note that ports definitions are implicit in the definition of nodes and arcs. They are
made explicit in this representation to provide for future work.
Protolingua only encodes the minimum amount of information required to specify the
conversation. The rest will be derived by the interpreter from the specification and the func
tion and type ontologies. For example, the types of the variables are implicitly determined
by the type signatures of the functions in which they are used. Similarly, the interpreter
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identifies port and socket nodes by their use in substitution assignments. The amount of
type and structure checking done by the is up to the implementor. Details of name syntax
and other minor technical issues are not addressed here.

10.4 Implementation
We will discuss only high level issues of implementation here. Individual systems can
make use of stylized interpreters which conform to the standards defined.
One of the benefits of using CPNs for modeling conversations is that the CPN speci
fication itself can be run on interpreters ranging from only a few lines to many thousand,
with a difference only in efficiency of operation. This means that an agent using only sim
ple conversations can do just as well with a fairly simple-minded interpreter, if code size is
an issue. For the purposes of this research, we will be using an interpreter which is only
sophisticated enough to effectively handle the conversations discussed.
An interface to the Protolingua interpreter should provide access at a minimum to the
following information:
1. The cardinality of a named Multiset
2. The data element at position x of tuple y in a named Multiset.

10.5 Implementation in Jackal
For every platform that will use Protolingua, an interpreter (or interpreters) and local im
plementations of common types and functions must be created, along with the mappings to
their abstract counterparts. In this section, we describe the initial integration of Protolingua
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in Java for use with the Jackal System. The steps for implementation of Protolingua are
fairly standard:
1. Construct an interpreter for the target language, if one does not exist. This interpreter
must correctly render a CPN from a Protolingua description, and simulate it faith
fully according to the model definition. It must also correctly implement the Jackal
Protolingua Interpreter Interface (JPH).
2. Specify any desired conversations which are not currently available, and publish them
as appropriate. This step is actually independent of a port to a target language, but is
included for completeness.
3. In support of any (new or existing) conversations to be used, construct those neces
sary native types and functions which are not already available, and publish them as
appropriate.
4. Construct/extend a mapping from PIDL to the target language, to include new types
and functions introduced.
Tables and mappings in support of PIDL should reside with a known Protolingua server,
which can be queried and updated as appropriate. Unpublished information can, however,
be shared directly. For example, two agents engaging in a private conversation may decide
to exchange local conversation specifications, private mappings or functions.
An agent which finds the need to engage in some unfamiliar conversation may query
either the engaged agent or some common server (likely identified via a broker) for the
conversation specification (“What is the form of this conversation?”). Through similar
queries, the agent could find, based on the conversation specification, what local types
and functions were required (“What module implements type/function X for my native
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language?”). Finally, the agent could download the components from the engaged agent or
a server, and begin using the conversation.

10.5.1 Example: Sketching a Java Protolingua Interpreter
As mentioned earlier, the form of the Protolingua interpreter, effectively a CPN simulator,
depends largely on the sophistication of the simulation engine. As conversations grow,
their simulation increases exponentially in complexity. Thus, for extended conversations,
a fairly advanced mechanism is required for effective online use. However, for use with
conversations that are bounded in complexity to a fairly low level, a relatively inefficient
but very lightweight simulation engine may be used, making Protolingua accessible to
virtually all agents.
Since the purpose of this research is the demonstration of the viability of Protolingua
for the given task, we implement a minimally sophisticated simulation engine for Jackal,
and will focus only on its interface to Jackal and the agent. For convenience, we will refer
to this engine as the Jackal Protolingua Interpreter (JPI).
Interface
We construct a layered JPII. At the core, this interface provides access to the basic state of
the CPN; that is:
1. The number of places and actions.
2. The names of places and actions, by iteration.
3. Multiset cardinality, by place name.
4. Multiset width, by place name.
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5. Type designators for multiset columns, by place name, tuple and column.
6. Data elements in the multisets, by place name, tuple and column.
Of course, since conversations should be dynamic, we include methods used to con
struct and de-construct the conversadon:
1. Add or remove place, action or arc.
2. Add, remove or reorder functions on an arc.
Note that changing colorset form is not permitted. All actions are permitted on conver
sations in play, but only while execution is paused.
We would also like to provide some control overrunning conversations:
1. Pause simulation.
2. Unpause simulation.
3. Insert tuple into named multiset, at a given position.
4. Remove a tuple from a multiset, from a given position.
Given JPII, we can construct, simulate, and modify conversations on the fly. Using the
interface as defined above, we can implement more advance options, such as conversation
merging, and message threading.

10.5.2 Java PIDL Mapping
For simplicity, we make use of the class implementation of native types in Java, so all PEDL
types map directly to Java classes. Likewise, all functions map to Java static methods. We
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present below a partial mapping of PIDL types (Table 10.6) and functions (Table 10.7) to
Java; since classes can be user defined, it is not possible to represent a complete mapping.
Only those entries required for scenarios in this work are included.
Java Class
Type
FQAN
J3.FQAN
javadanginteger
Integer
Message J3.Message
java.lang.String
String
Table 10.6: PIDL to Java Mapping: Types.
Java Static Method
Function
domainJrom_name J3.FQAN.domain()
Table 10.7: PIDL to Java Mapping: Functions.

10.5.3 Advanced Topics
Given what we have constructed so far, it is possible to construct and reason about the
form of conversations, and even to attach actions which are beyond scope of the reasoning
process. But what if we desired that two unrelated conversations interact? For example,
the actions of registration and unregistration, which take place within two separate conver
sations, involve actions which affect one another. This poses two distinct problems. First,
how do we allow actions of the former (Register) to affect the behavior of the latter? It
is not obvious how to generally provide for their interaction. Second, if we would like
to reason about such interaction, how do we do this, since the actions take place outside
the model? Both problems can be solved by drawing the interaction into the model. We
consider two possible solutions.
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We have assumed to this point that the current state known to a conversation is the state
of the corresponding CPN. Changes in state are made explicit by introduction of data (e.g.
messages) into the model. If the interface was extended to allow access to a common store,
such a store could be used to keep such common information as agent registries. The rami
fications of such an extension on the model, however, are unclear. Thus, this solution would
make it possible to conduct registrations and unregistrations entirely through conversation
actions, but might not allow reasoning about series of such interactions.
Another solution is to combine the conversations. Instead of a common external store,
we make the registration and unregistration action part of the same larger conversation.
Registrations can then be stored easily as part of the internal state of the conversation, and
reasoning is unaffected. The problem with this approach is that conversations must be
bound together with other related components. This makes it difficult to implement almost
any, small, independent conversations.
By introducing a common tuple space, we can provide for the interaction of conversa
tions that are not directly or hierarchically connected. This tuple space has the form of a
CPN place, and is common, though only implicitly represented, in every conversation. Its
behavior is the same as any ordinary place, and it is managed by the JPII mechanisms. This
is left for future work. Without this addition, it is still possible to use and reason about
small conversations in isolation, and to reason about composite conversations by binding
their extra-model interactions in some way similar to what was described above.
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Results and Conclusion
Over the course of three years, Jackal has changed dramatically, and has become a valuable
enough tool to win the attention and respect of the agents community. Somewhat more
limited in scope than many agent development packages currently available, it does well
the task for which it was designed; facilitating communication among distributed agents.

11.1 Jackal
The decision to focus on communication and integration led Jackal down a different path
than many other similar systems. Design for easy integration meant that Jackal had to be a
‘tool’ used by the agent, not a shell or environment. As a result, it does not address issues
relating to the construction or functioning of the agent itself; only communication and
related issues. This is in contrast to more comprehensive systems which provide support
for persistence, mobility, resource control, and so forth. Often this is in the form of libraries
and an AEE (especially in the case of mobility). Jackal-based agents do not require a
specialized AEE; only the standard JVM.
159
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The introduction of the Distributor, which occurred very early on in the project, was
motivated by a desire to separate the conversation specifications from the associated ac
tions. Early versions (Lewak and Jackal 2.x) allowed actions which were bound directly
to the arcs of the conversation DFAs. This required the agent programmer to interact di
rectly with the conversation management code, and made it more difficult to maintain ‘like’
conversations across systems of agents. The distributor provides a flexible interface to the
messages, allowing the conversation mechanisms to be protected from the user. The cost,
unfortunately, has been a restriction in the expressiveness of conversation templates. While
attachments are still allowed, they are discouraged because of the potential conflicts they
can present with the messaging system.

11.1.1 Future work
• Security: Security is an issue which has only been casually addressed in Jackal. The
potential exists for multiple levels of security, and plans are underway to implement
them. For example, the (socket-based) transport modules, designed to be customized,
can easily be fitted with the code to implement SSL. At a higher level, the KNS
framework provides an ideal framework for storing and retrieving common agent
information. This could be used to facilitate the distribution of certificates, which
could be used in combination with messages for secrecy or authentication.
• Intelligence: Many features of Jackal would benefit from the presence of a reasoning
engine. Jackal components could be enhanced with rule-based systems, and such a
framework could also be leveraged by the agent developer, who could use the engine
to construct rule-based Jackal agent programs. While this idea seems simple, some
practical constraints need to be resolved. Traditionally, Jackal has consisted entirely
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of in-house code, in order to maximize control over development. Writing a Javabased reasoning engine broadens the scope of the project considerably. There are
few Java-based rule engines, and most have significant limitations. Currently, we are
experimenting with the use of an external Prolog engine.
• Concurrency: While Jackal has progressed through a number of changes, its under
lying architecture still follows the same design given in its initial rewrite from Lewak.
There are a number of bottlenecks in the message path, and a few components that
should be rewritten in order to support higher internal bandwidth.
• Language Independence: Since the beginning of this project, we have witnessed
the birth of an alternative to KQML, the HPA ACL. It will be important in the future
for packages which facilitate communication to support a range of possible ACLs.
While Jackal was written to handle KQML communications, the internal message
path is largely language neutral, and should be adaptable to multilanguage use. There
are three issues in handling multiple languages: (1) The message format of each
language must map, at least partially, to some generic message format. Messages
can then either be translated, or preferably, wrapped. (2) Conversation specifications
must exist for each language, and ideally should be somewhat compatible. In the
strong sense, this would mean that a single conversation could involve messages of
different languages. In a weaker sense, data associated with the conversations should
be compatible. (3) Management issues must be addressed; this will be the most
difficult task. Each language typically specifies a support infrastructure (e.g. KNS),
and Jackal will have to be facile with the infrastructure for each language it supports.
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11.2

Conversations

It is clear that finding the right model for CPs is a challenging issue. Most likely, the best
solution will be a mix of formalisms (and in-formalisms) tailored to specific needs.
CPNs appear to be a promising model for specifying conversations; they have certainly
served well as models for agents and agents systems for some time. The benefits of us
ing CPNs include concise, verifiable, executable specifications.1 They are, however, not
without practical limitations. CPN inscriptions are given in ML, and at least a rudimentary
knowledge of functional programming is required for most models. While the amount of
knowledge required is not great, there is a startup cost which makes CPNs less accessible
than DFAs, for instance.
Note that many of the models used for specifying protocols loose their power because of
their limited expressiveness; modelers attempting to specify complex patterns of interaction
find it necessary to extend the model in various ways. The expressiveness of CPNs should
allow developers to specify interactions without resorting to degrading the model.

11.2.1 Protolingua
Protolingua endeavors to be an inscription-language-independent representation of CPNs.
By keeping the language simple, we minimize the difficulty of porting interpreters to a
wide variety of languages/platforms. This is done at the expense of requiring the existence
of code attachments in each of these languages.
The successful development of Protolingua, or an equivalent, will be important in de
termining the value of CPNs to this endeavor, Without such a language, their will be a
lBy executable specification, we mean a representation which can be be run directly in an interpreter,
such as Design/CPN, and which has a straightforward, if not direct, mapping into a form which can be used
to drive real systems.
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gap between the conversation specifications themselves and the representations that can be
manipulated and used by agents.
There are alternative approaches. One would be the use of CPN-ML and the tuple
representation directly. This does not address the problem completely, since Protolingua
is a representation language for RCPN, not HCPN. However, RCPN has a corresponding
tuple representation. Even so, this would require that every agent platform be able to
execute ML code, which is a strong requirement. Another approach would be significantly
restricting CPN-ML. This would limit the expression of conversations, but would allow
for a much lighter implementation. A possible compromise is the addition of some more
sophisticated linguistic features to Protolingua, easing the reliance on code attachments.

11.3 Conclusion
While the term ‘agent’ may mean vastly different things to different people, most would
agree that some common framework supporting agent interaction and communication is
essential. The goal of agent interoperability is defeated if agents are only able to interact
within their own specialized communities. We have developed Jackal, a package which
will attempt to meet this need by providing agent designers with a flexible, portable agent
communication infrastructure, support for abstractly specified agent behavior.
Jackal is a streamlined harness around the conversation mechanisms, to which capabil
ities may be added dynamically, and which supports an advanced agent interface. Jackal
provides extensive support for interagent communication, but is independent of the features
of any one ACL, so various languages may be used, even concurrently. Jackal facilitates the
abstraction of agent behaviors by implementing a Protolingua interpreter. Agent behavior
are declaratively specified, freely exchanged or manipulated, and run in the interpreter.
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The CP mechanisms allows agent behaviors to be specified in a language which is
independent of the agent development platform. Thus, agents specified with Protolingua
can be ported to any platform for which there is an interpreter, and simple behavior can
easily be exchanged among agents as needed. Additionally, as Protolingua has a basis in
a well-known formal model of computation, behaviors are amenable to formal analysis.
This model supports agents in a wide range of complexity. Simple, reactive agents may
have a fixed set of protocols, or may chose to load and exchange them on demand. More
sophisticated agents may reason about what protocols might be best to employ for a given
situation. High-level agents with planning capabilities could translate goals into plans, and
decompose them into units which could be retrieved from a library or created on the fly.
KNS provides a set of protocols for advanced address resolution and agent information
tracking. Communication is a central problem in distributed systems. Without the ability to
communicate, a set of agents would be a merely a collection of isolated systems. All clas
sic distributed systems problems, such as coordination and distributed reasoning, depend
on an underlying communication framework Jackal is designed to support multiple con
current agent communication languages, but implements the KQML agent communication
language as the default. Still, before communication can take place, there must be a known
destination. KNS, like the KQML ANS scheme [FPT+95], adds a communication layer
in which symbolic names are mapped to actual Internet addresses. In addition, however,
it offers more advanced support for dynamic group formation and disbanding, and a more
abstract notion of agent identity, independent of any particular name or globally unique
identifier.
Jackal differentiates itself from other existing agent development platforms in its ex
tensive support for high level agent communication, its powerful abstract protocol specifi
cation, and its internal message distribution architecture. While many other systems have
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focused on agent mobility, they have often neglected remote communication or omitted it
entirely, intending agents to collocate and communicate directly. Jackal is committed to
supporting inter-agent communication at a universal, symbolic level, and as a basis for all
other interaction. This aspect makes Jackal-based MAS more flexible, and also enhances
the likelihood of compatibility between Jackal and other systems.
Many systems, including Jackal, have made use of conversation models which, al
though very expressive, have not lent themselves to structured analysis and design. This
is the shortcoming that we hope to address with the use of CPNs. CPNs are more so
phisticated than many models currently employed (e.g. automata), allowing for greater
expression within the bounds of the model, but are also relatively simple, and have an in
tuitive graphical representation. Models can then be constructed which are amenable to
analysis, exchange, and immediate simulation or execution. This last point is facilitated
by a cross-platform modeling language; Protolingua. Our initial view of Protolingua, that
of a wire-frame structure for binding well-known native methods and types, is only one of
many possible approach, which emphasizes portability over ease of expression.
Jackal is well suited to enhancing interoperability among agents systems, a necessary
step in developing a global community of software agents which can be truly useful to their
creators and to each other.
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